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Suruchi endeavor in Skill/ Entrepreneur Development Domain

Diploma in Dairy Technology (DDT) in
alliance with IGNOU

Study Center authorized by School of Agriculture
Indira Gandhi National Open University (IGNOU)
Details as below:

Academy of Dairy Skill Development (ADSkiD)
Unit of Suruchi Consultants
C-49, Sector-65, Noida U.P – 201307
SC/PSC Code: 39018P
Prog. In-charge: Mr. Sanjay Singhal
Contact no. : +91-0120+4370845
Email: adskid39018p@gmail.com

New admissions are open for July, 2018

Indian Dairy Map 2017 launched on 27th
October, at Pune.

Aspiring entrepreneurs might attend our
introductory session (Free) on how to set up
dairy farm and plant on every
2ndand4thSaturday of month from 2 PM to 5
PM, Prior registration is must and for that
contact our office.
For more information please email on
info@suruchiconsultants.com or contact at +91
0120 4320845

55th Dairy Entrepreneurship Development
Program (DEDP) at Suruchi Consultants, C-
49, Sec-65, Noida 9th, 10th & 11th Sep,
2018 with Guided Tour to a Dairy Farm plus a
milk processing plant.

For more information please follow the link:

http://www.skilldairy.com/pdf/3_53rd_DEDPBR
OCHURE.pdf

3rd Practical Dairy Entrepreneurship
Development Program (PDEDP) at Suruchi

Consultants, C-49, Sec-65, Noida on 17th to
22nd Sep 2018.

For more information please follow the link:

http://www.skilldairy.com/pdf/4_2nd%20PDED
P_Brochure.pdf

Suruchi is launching 1st Second Level Dairy
Entrepreneurship Development Program
(DEDP- Level II) 2018 one week intensive
hand on Dairy Farm. Dates will be announced
soon.

For more information please email on
info@suruchiconsultants.com or contact at +91
0120 4320845

Suruchi is launching 1st Global Dairy
Entrepreneurship Development Program
(GDEDP) the dates will announce soon.

For more information please follow the link:

http://www.suruchiconsultants.com/pageD
ownloads/downloads/training/5_1st%20%2
0GDEDP%20BROCHURE.pdf

Suruchi has launched Online Dairy
Entrepreneurship Development Program
(ODEDP). It is 12 weeks program.
Registrations are open till 30th July, 2018 for
4th batch.

WatchVideo:https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=5iS432VlGc8&t=42s

For more information please visit on website
http://skilldairy.com/

6th Regional Dairy Entrepreneurship
Development Program (RDEDP) the date and
vene will be announced soon



Indian News

Animal Health/Protection

India should leverage its livestock treasure beyond milk
July 5, 2018 6:17:06 am
https://indianexpress.com/article/india/india-should-leverage-its-livestock-treasure-beyond-milk-5246101/

xport of frozen buffalo meat from India
is almost a 45-year-old trade. Since the
mid-2000s, the country’s annual

foreign exchange earnings from it has gone up
more than ten times to over $ 4 billion and can,
with some policy focus, even double in the
next five years.

Buffalo meat processing can, moreover, be the
backbone of the dairy industry, if it isn’t
already. Like the latter, it has a direct
connection with the farmer. It ensures that he
gets 30-40% of the cost of his animal as
terminal value once its active
lactation/reproductive age is over. This money
he, then, invests upfront in a new milk-yielding
animal.

There’s no better evidence of the above
symbiotic relation than Uttar Pradesh , which
is India’s largest milk producer and also houses
more than half of the country’s 80 standalone
and integrated abattoir approved by the
Agricultural & Processed Food Products Export
Development Authority (APEDA). Roughly two-
thirds of frozen buffalo meat exports from
India is accounted for by UP.

What is striking is that out of the 80 modern
abattoir-cum-processing plants, at least 75
have come up in the last 20 years or less. And
they have been set up just on the strength of
private enterprise, with hardly any
government support or concessional bank
finance. Unlike dairy, which has received
substantial government assistance, including
through the World Bank and European
Economic Community commodity aid, the
buffalo meat processing and export industry
hasn’t benefitted from any Operation Flood
programme.

Ironically, the dairy industry is today going
through an unprecedented crisis, with
procurement prices of milk for farmers falling
by 25-30% in the last one year. Yet, no thought
is being given to the role that the livestock
meat industry can play to improve the
situation. A country like Australia does not
have even a tenth of India’s livestock
population, yet its value realisation from meat
and live animal exports is more than ours. We
as a nation are seriously neglecting our
livestock treasure. This, when the United
Nations’ Food and Agriculture Organization
has estimated that more than 300 million poor
families globally survive on the income from
just small ruminants, viz. sheep and goat.

It is about time that the government nurtures
the real potential of our livestock wealth.
Indian buffalo meat is currently exported to
about 70 countries. There is much that the
government can do to improve market access.
If India can sign an agreement with China to get
the latter to open up its market for our rice,
why not extend this to buffalo meat as well? A
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lot of Indian buffalo meat is, in any case,
making its way to China through Vietnam.

Why cannot this meat be directly shipped,
rather than being routed via a third country —
thereby improving our export realisations and
enabling our farmers to be paid more for their
spent animals?

Similarly, the government can negotiate with
Iran, Philippines and Russia, to allow us access
to their wet (fresh meat) markets, as against
sales only to processors. Also, there should be
more aggressive programme for eradication of
Foot and Mouth Disease, which can be a game-
changer for our exports of both dairy and meat
products.

Besides, the Salvaging and Rearing of Male
Buffalo Calves Scheme must be revived. We
have millions of male buffalo calves coming
into the system every year. These animals are,
at present, simply allowed to die, when
farmers can be incentivised to rear them till
they are 23-24 months for sale to abattoir. The
scheme started by the Centre, which is
currently defunct, was a truly revolutionary
one with huge potential to create rural
livelihoods and supplement the income of
farmers. It is unfortunate that far from
promoting an industry, which can help farmers
in these times of depressed realisations in
most crops, the policy approach is, in fact,
negative and counterproductive.

A major byproduct of the setting up of state-
of-the-art abattoir in recent times has been the
increased availability of good-quality buffalo
hide that is freshly flayed, fleshed, salted and
folded for supply to the leather industry. But
unfortunately, there is a 60% duty on export of
raw salted hides produced from even APEDA-
approved abattoir. Not only is such a duty
unheard of in a world, it forces abattoir to sell
this most valuable byproduct of their
operations only to domestic tanneries and
leather product manufacturers.

The latter, in turn, are permitted to import raw
hides and skins duty-free. Isn’t this forced sale
of raw hide, at two-thirds of the international
price, nothing but subsidisation of the leather
industry by meat processors and farmers? And
with tanneries in many parts — whether in
UP’s Kanpur-Unnao belt or Vellore, Dindigul
and Erode districts of Tamil Nadu — closing
down due to environmental pollution issues
and also being shut during the Kumbh/Magh
Mela season in January-February, the effects
of a perverse duty are only compounding.

If the government is serious about Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s vision of doubling
farmers’ income, it should allow the livestock
sector to play the role of a genuine facilitator.
Milk is today India’s largest crop by value and
everyone agrees that dairying is fundamental
to doubling farmers’ income. But it is time to
recognise that dairy farming cannot sustain
itself without a vibrant livestock processing
industry. No one knows it better than farmers
themselves.



Dairy research institute to produce 25 clones of elite buffalo
Updated: Jul 02, 2018 07:50 IST

https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/dairy-research-institute-to-produce-25-clones-of-elite-buffalo/story-
qNCbXkmoAjxD6konyClaGP.html

aving successfully produced sixteen
cloned calves, the National Dairy
Research Institute (NDRI) in Haryana’s

Karnal has now been tasked with creating 25
clones of elite buffalo bulls.

The Rs 5.74-crore project, assigned by the
Indian Council of Agriculture Research (ICAR),
is aimed at improving the buffalo breed with
frozen semen and increasing milk production.

A team of about 200 professionals and
scientists of the NDRI, in collaboration with the
Hisar-based Central Institute for Research on
Buffalo (CIRB), will produce at least 25 elite
bulls in the next four years. However, it is likely
to be a challenging task as the success rate is
only 1%.

Dr Prabhat Palta, the head of animal bio-
technology division of the NDRI, told HT, “This
technology could go a long way in helping

faster multiplication of superior milch
buffaloes in India. Though India has the world’s
largest population of buffaloes, which
contribute to about 55% of the total milk
production in the country, the percentage of
elite animals is very low.” He said the survival
rate of such animals is very low.

Palta said the researchers have found a
method to produce cloned embryos from
tissues obtained from dead animals, including
buffalo, cattle and dog. The NDRI had
produced Garima, the first cloned buffalo calf
in February 2009. After that it produced
several calves of both genders.

Dr Rajan Sharma, a scientist and public
relations officer at the NDRI, said, “There is a
demand for 180 million doses of frozen semen,
while a large number of elite bulls are required
to cover 60 million breeding buffaloes.”
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Marketing

Dairy sector to see Rs 140-billion investment in 3 years: CRISIL
July 12, 2018
https://www.business-standard.com/article/markets/dairy-sector-to-see-rs-140-billion-investment-in-3-years-crisil-118071200009_1.html

ncouraged by rising demand for value-
added products, the dairy sector in India is
likely to see Rs 130-140 billion of
investment in the next three years, says

rating agency CRISIL.

To strengthen the procurement and processing
infrastructure, companies in the organised sector
have invested a similar amount in the past three
years. CRISIL’s recent study says the Indian dairy
industry would see compounded annual growth
(CAGR) of 14-15 per cent annually for the next three
years.

Companies with a focus on value-added products
are set to do well but those with focus on bulk liquid
milk selling would remain laggards, says the study,
due to oversupply of liquid milk as a commodity.

“Organised dairies are likely to see spending of Rs
140-billion over the next three (financial) years
fiscals, similar to the previous three, to enhance
processing capacity by 25-30 per cent and
strengthen milk procurement. Prudent funding mix
and better cash generation will keep the capital
structure of organised dairies satisfactory, with
gearing of 1-1.2 times, in spite of sizable capital
expenditure,” said Poonam Upadhyay, associate
director.

The new investments are expected to be funded
with moderate dependence on borrowing,
including soft loans from the government’s Dairy

Processing & Infrastructure Development Fund,
beside public and private equity.

CRISIL studied 100 dairy companies, accounting for
around 60 per cent of the organised segment’s
revenue. With steady growth in milk sales, the
sector should see revenue of Rs 7,500 billion by
2020-21, from Rs 5,700 billion in 2017-18, it says.

Gujarat Co-operative Milk Marketing Federation
(GCMMF), which sells the Amul brand of dairy
products, has announced Rs 50 billion of
investment to be completed by 2022 on processing
capacity and distribution. Increasing demand at
home and from Indians abroad has helped its
turnover reach Rs 295 billion for FY18.

After acquisition of Reliance Dairy to boost
geographical reach, Heritage Foods plans a big
expansion in North India. Heritage has also
acquired Shah Motilal Foods, based in Telangana,
and Vaman Milk Foods, based in Punjab, for Rs 120
million and Rs 200 million, respectively. It now has
a big capital expenditure (capex) plan, with
expansion planned in segments such as curd,
cheese and yogurt.

“The company is well poised for growth, along with
expanding return on capital, already highest in the
sector," said Aditya Narain, head of research at
Edelweiss Securities, in a recent report.

Parag Milk Foods' profit is estimated to rise 49 per
cent over FY17-20, due to a focus on value-added
products, with established brands and capex
already undertaken.

Arshad Perwez, an analyst with JM Financial, says
India’s milk production has been increasing at a
steady CAGR of 4.4 per cent between 1994-95 and
2017-18 -- foodgrain production's comparative rise
was 1.5 per cent in the period. Urbanisation and
changes in dietary patterns has driven consumption
growth, while improvement in yield has aided
growth in production over the years, he added.

India’s milk production is estimated at 165.5 mt for
2017-18, an increase of 3.8 per cent from the
previous year.
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उ जैन म लगेगा गुजरात क कंपनी अमूल का पहला लाटं, लागतआएगी 100करोड़ पए
Jul 05,2018 1:30 PM IST
https://m.bhaskar.com/mp/bhopal/news/first-amul-plant-in-madhya-pradesh-5910071.html

पाल। म य देशमअमलू दधू का पहला
लांट उ जैन म लगने जा रहा है। अमलू
के चेयरमनै जेठाभाई अह र के अनसुार

शहर म कर ब सौ करोड़ क लागत का लांट लगाया
जाएगा। लांट के लए व मपरु औ यो गक े
म जमींन के लए आवेदन दया है। एकेवीएन के
अफसर बीएस ब ट ने उ ह जमीन का अवलोकन
कराया है। औ यो गक वकास को देखते हुए शासन
ने 12 एकड़ जमीनआवं टत कर द है।

- गजुरात क डयेर अमलू का कारोबार परेू देश म है
िजसके लए उसने हर देशम लांट लगाना शु कर
दया है।

-म मअब तकअमलू का कोई लांट नह ं है ले कन
उसके दधू क मांग बहुत यादा है। इसे देखते हुए
अमलू ने देश म लांट लगाने क तरफकदम उठाए

ह।
- 12 एकड़ म लगने वाले इस लांट म 3 लाख ल टर
दधू का उपयोग कया जाएगा। इसे पकै कर बाजार
म लाया जाएगा।

वकास पर ह गे 250करोड़ पए

- इंदौर वकास ा धकरण के सीईओ और म के
औ यो गक क वकास नगम के बधं सचंालक
कुमार पु षो तम के अनसुार अमलू के चेयरमनै
जेठाभाई से तीन मह ने से इस सबंधं म चचा चल रह
है।
- उ ह ने म सी रोड ि थत उ योगपरु ए रया को
देखा िजसके बाद उ ह जमीन पसदं आ गई। इस
इंडि यल वकास के लए 250 करोड़ खच कए जा
रह ह।
-अब तक 150करोड़ खचभी हो चुके ह। दसबंर तक
काम परूा होने क सभंावना ह।
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Keventers Rolls Out ‘The Milk Co.’, A Premium Milk Delivery Service In Delhi-NCR

hink milkshakes and the one name that
pops up in every Delhiite’s head is
‘Keventers’. The homegrown

milkshake mullah is loved for its
many milkshake outlets across the Capital. And
now, the brand is all set to expand its service
portfolio with the launch of ‘The Milk Co.’,
Keventer’s app-based premium milk delivery
service.

The company’s new venture, which is a wholly
owned subsidiary of Keventers Group and will
hence be managed by the team internally, will
initially cater to consumers in Delhi-NCR.

“With the launch of this vertical, Keventers is
keen to capture 20 percent of the premium
milk market in Delhi/ NCR and to become one
of the leading players in the segment by the
end of this financial year,” the company said in
a statement.

THE MILK CO.

So, how will this milk and this service be any
different from various other platforms in the
city? For starters, the “premium milk” will
come packaged in tamper-proof and recyclable
milk bottles, which once opened cannot be
sealed again. Moreover, the milk will be
delivered to customers within nine hours of
being packages to ensure freshness.

Aman Arora, Managing Director, Keventers
said, “The dairy industry in India is one the
fastest growing segments and has been
witnessing a consistent growth of 6-8 percent
annually. For almost 100 years now, the
Keventers brand has been synonymous with
milk and with this new app-based milk delivery
service, customers across Delhi/NCR will now
have access to pure, unadulterated and
nutritious premium milk.”

Want to try out The Milk Co? Download their
app on the App Store for iOS and Google
Playstore for Android devices.
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Dairy sector at the crossroads on falling milk prices and election season
Tue, Jul 03 2018. 11 20 AM IST

https://www.livemint.com/Money/twJ1FEa4tl4WaW5YuKjXVM/Dairy-sector-at-the-crossroads-on-falling-milk-prices-and-
el.html

alling agriculture produce prices in an
election year can lead to irrational
decisions. The local dairy industry is

staring at one. Some analysts fear that falling
milk prices may force the government to
intervene in the market.

Low prices will reduce the costs of milk-based
value-added products makers. The expectation
is reflected in the stock of Parag Milk Foods
Ltd, which gained 23% in the last three months,
compared to a 1.6% rise in the BSE 500 index.
Last fiscal year, 66% of the company’s revenue
came from value-added products.

The enthusiasm is not reflected in the shares
of other dairy companies notably Heritage
Foods Ltd, Hatsun Agro Product Ltd and
Prabhat Dairy Ltd. The difference is these
companies derive the majority of their
revenues from commoditized products—liquid
milk and milk powder combined.

Sure, the second set of companies’ vast
procurement networks, processing centres
and well- established brands are their
competitive advantages and business drivers.
But the current market situation will test them.

The worry is the
current
circumstances may
put the companies in
a tight spot. To obtain
better realizations,
farmers in some
states are directly
selling the milk to
bulk consumers and
same-day users (such
as commercial
eateries), says an
analyst with a
domestic broking firm. This not only threatens
supplies but also hits the commercial or bulk
business of the companies.

Concurrently, if state governments step in and
ask the cooperatives to procure milk at higher
prices, then the dairy companies will have no
choice but to compete with them to maintain
supplier relationships while protecting bulk
consumers.

Of course, as the broking firm analyst cited
above says, the price cuts by the organized
sector did not last long in the recent past. Even
then, given the weak demand conditions in
overseas markets, companies will have to
tread carefully.

According to Rabobank research, as
production outstripped demand, inventories
of skimmed milk powder reached record levels
in India—50% more than normal stocking.
Excess milk is stored in the form of skimmed
milk powder. It is used in lean periods for
producing milk or is exported. The dim export
outlook, it is feared, will weigh on raw milk
prices.

Dairy companies with a high share of branded
consumer retail products can see good growth.
Price declines are not anticipated for value-
added dairy products. However, companies
with high dependence on skimmed milk
powder sales will face lower growth and

pressure on
margins, points
out the report
from Rabobank.

A report by
Edelweiss

Securities Ltd
last year says
that Parag Milk,
Heritage Foods
and Prabhat
Dairy derive
revenues from

milk powder at varying levels. Given the
diversified nature of the businesses, one
cannot accurately gauge the impact. But if the
situation worsens and the government
intervenes, then the sector can see untoward
consequences.
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Milk Mantra Aims to Modernize Indian Dairy Industry

https://edgylabs.com/milk-mantra-aims-to-modernize-indian-dairy-industry

ilk Mantra, the new dairy startup, is
aiming to modernize India’s milk
industry with data science and

subscription services.

Srikumar Misra relocated to his home in
eastern India armed with knowledge about
app building, data science, and social media.
One of his chief goals is to leverage the fact
that many rural areas in India now have
internet access.

His venture, Milk Mantra, aims to offer an
online subscription plan for regular deliveries.

Hard Fought Investment Battles Paying
Dividends

Over the course of 2 years, Misra collected
around $5-million USD for his initial startup.

He got 21 angel investors in India and England
to deliver $1.5-million. An unnamed VC firm
ponied up another $1-million and the rest
came from a $2-million loan from an Indian
bank.

But soon after, a VC arm of Fidelity invested
around $8-million into the company.

With a clear vision and capital to execute it,
Misra moved on making Milk Mantra into a
reality, pairing ethics and technology.

Milk Mantra compensates farmers more than
non-standard collectors for their product. The
company also helps track the quality and
quantity that these milk farmers produce. This
information helps the farmers better
determine the market value of their product.

With around 300-million cows and buffalo
producing around 165-million metric tons of
milk a year, that’s no insignificant boon to milk
producers and milk farms.

How Indian People View Milk Mantra

Supply chains such as that in the U.S. don’t
quite exist in India.

Many milk vendors sell from small roadside
stalls or depend on home delivery
men. According to the Wall Street Journal, the

milk may be mixed into other products or even
delivered totally unprocessed

Misra saw this as an opportunity to improve
the industry and the quality of life for Indians
living in more rural areas.

“There was a huge problem with food products
that people could trust. The opportunity was
addressing this trust deficit,” Misra believed
that because many Indians boil their milk for
fear of quality that a higher quality milk would
be very successful.

He and his wife also leveraged social media
platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, and
WhatsApp to expand their market and brand
visibility.

“Milky Moo” — the Milk Mantra brand —
produces a variety of products including
paneer — a type of cottage cheese used in
certain kinds of Indian cooking. It offers
consistency, safety, and brand recognition
most milk vendors can’t offer in rural areas.

Using Data Science to Improve the Industry

But improving Indians’ quality of life isn’t the
only upshot of Milk Mantra

At a steady revenue growth rate of 35%
annually, Milk Mantra manages to upload
farmer test results into their cloud database.
Over time, they can leverage this data for the
benefit of all milk producers. They also plan to
go digital, moving away from pen/paper milk
diaries.

Misra founded the company in 2009, but Milk
Mantra wants to experiment with its own
home-delivery service in the coming quarters.
They will use an online subscription, further
leveraging the fact that rural areas of India now
have internet access.

This kind of mentality plays right into Industry
4.0. You can see other examples in countries
like Bangladesh or in IoT devices such as home
resource monitors.

What other countries might benefit from
leveraging data science for industry?
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Ananda plans to set up dairy plant in UP & open 1,100 stores in Delhi

Jul 01, 2018, 02.30 PM IST
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/cons-products/food/ananda-plans-to-set-up-dairy-plant-in-up-open-1100-
stores-in-delhi/articleshow/64814438.cms

airy firm Ananda is looking for a land
to set up a new processing plant in
eastern Uttar Pradesh and plans to

invest about Rs 50 crore to open 1,100 retail
outlets in the national capital by 2020, a top
company official said.

Noida-based Ananda Dairy, which achieved a
turnover of Rs 1,500 crore in the last fiscal, has
three manufacturing plants at Bulandshahr,
Gajraula and Pilkhuwa in Uttar Pradesh (UP)
with a processing capacity of 12 lakh litre milk
per day. The company has also taken on lease
two plants at Kanpur and Moradabad with 6
lakh litres capacity.

"We are identifying land in eastern UP to set
up a new processing plant. This is part of our
commitment to invest Rs 500 crore in the state
which was made during an investor's summit
held this year," Ananda group CMD R S Dixit
told PTI.

The plans would be of 4-5 lakh litre processing
capacity, he added.

Dixit said the company is also strengthening its
retail presence and has already opened 400
company-owned outlets, of which 400 stores
are in the national capital and the rest are in
UP and Uttarakhand.

"We plan to have 1,500 outlets in Delhi by 2020

from the current 400 stores. In Delhi, we
opened 105 stores on a single day in February
and another 200 stores on a single day in
June," Dixit said, adding that the company was
opening many stores at metro stations.

Asked about investment plans, he said retail
stores are taken on lease and it costs anywhere
between 3-5 lakh per store depending on the
size and location of the outlet.

The rental of each store is below Rs 15,000 per
month.

Dixit said the company sells pouched milk and
other dairy products except for cheese and ice
cream.

On the turnover, he said the company
achieved a revenue of Rs 1,500 crore in 2017-
18 and is growing at 25-30 per cent annually.

Talking about issues faced by the dairy sector,
Ananda's CMD said the government should
consider reducing GST on ghee from 12 per
cent as it is high.

The branded and packaged cheese attracts 5
per cent GST, while there is no GST on loose
cheese, he said and sought that the
government should address this anomaly.
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White Revolution 2.0
https://www.businesstoday.in/magazine/the-hub/white-revolution-2-0/story/280063.html

riptur, A small hamlet about 150 km
from India's Silicon Valley Bangalore,
greets people with its green coconut

plantations. Life is calm and serene in the
village that is home to Karnataka's largest
copra market. Triptur is now hogging headlines
for another stream of business. Around 160
organic dairy farms under the brand
Akshayakalpa have been operating in this
region for the past eight years. Everyday, more
than 15,000 litres of milk is collected using
milking machines, preserved in chillers that are
maintained at 4 degree Celsius, transported to
Bangalore and distributed directly to the
consumer within eight hours, farm fresh.

Akshayakalpa is one of the many new
generation 'farm to home' dairy companies
that have mushroomed in Indian metros and
Tier-II towns. Mostly owned and operated by
young 'professional milkmen' who have quit
jobs in multinational IT companies, investment
banks, management companies et al. to take
up the business, these enterprises are creating
a churn in India's organic milk industry in
particular and the milk sector in general.

India is the world's largest producer and
consumer of dairy products. According to
market research company IMARC, the milk and
dairy products industry reached Rs7.9 lakh
crore in 2017. In 2016, the milk sector alone
was valued at Rs3 lakh crore and is projected
to scale Rs7.3 lakh crore by 2021. "Currently,
the organic dairy industry accounts for less
than 1 per cent of the total dairy market in
India. The segment is expected to grow
steadily in the next three to five years," says
Aarthi Janakiraman, Industry Manager,
TechVision, Frost & Sullivan.

Organic Wave

Organic farm fresh milk market is a very niche
segment in India as of now. Industry experts
define it as milk from animals that are given
organic feed, not injected any growth
hormones for more milk production and are
free of antibiotics. The recent uptick in the
general awareness on organic products is
driving growth in the organic milk industry.
"Consumers are more health conscious now.

This is fuelling growth for organic and natural
products among high-income group and the
upper middle class and is one of the main
growth drivers for the organic milk segment,"
says Anzeer Ali, partner of Chennai-based
Maram Milk.

Adulteration of milk is another factor that
prompts many consumers to turn to organic
dairy. Milk is one of the most adulterated
segments in India. "About 68 per cent of the
milk produced in India is found to have
adulterants like detergent, starch, urea and
white paint," notes Dr J.V. Parekh, Founder,
Parekh Technical Consultancy Services, a
Mumbai-based dairy consultancy. Along with
this, chemically enriched feed and fodder given
to cows and buffalos will also affect the taste
and nutrition of milk. "Organic milk is
wholesome, healthier and contains higher
vitamin E, carotene and calcium," says Parekh.

Chennai-based chartered accountant Renjini
Iyer, a consumer of organic milk for the past six
months, says that organic milk's freshness and
the fact that it is free of preservatives and
chemicals prompted her to turn to farm-fresh
milk. "You will get it door-delivered and can
manage subscription and order for additional
requirements through WhatsApp, which is
very convenient for city-based working
women," points out Iyer.

Vijay Bhosle Founder, Goufresh

The trend is catching up in Tier-I and Tier-II
cities as well.
Most of the
customers for
the farm-fresh
organic milk
currently are
people who

have higher disposable incomes, says Rajeev
Yadav, Founder of Delhi-based Whyte Farms.
"More than 80 per cent of our customers are
professionals such as doctors or people
working in the corporate sector and do not
mind paying a premium for pure, farm-fresh
wholesome milk." Whyte Farms has a 25-acre
farm in Alwar, Rajasthan, and has invested
around Rs3.5 crore in setting up automated
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facilities, including imported massaging
equipments for 150 Holstein cows. Holstein
cattle is known as the world's highest
production dairy animals.

"Our milk is certified by the Food Safety and
Standards Authority of India (FSSAI)," claims
Yadav, who holds an electronics engineering
degree from the US and had worked with a
construction company before venturing into
organic dairy. Many Indian farms have only
Holstein cattle while some have both Indian
AND foreign breeds. For example, Maram Milk
company has Indian breeds like Sindhi,
Kangayam and also foreign ones like Jersey.

Expensive But Fulfilling

Apparently, many of these entrepreneurs are
driven by factors beyond profits. "This is a
satisfying and fulfilling business," says Vijay
Bhosle, Founder of Pune-based Goufresh, a
dairy venture which produces and sells A2 milk
(free of the so-called A1 protein and,
therefore, easy to digest). "We believe in
returning to our roots and, hence, founded the
venture in 2016," says Bhosle. The firm has 300
Gir cows and serves more than 400 customers.
"We are in talks with private investors," adds
Bhosle.

Maram Milk is also planning more customer
acquisitions. "We opened our farm with 70
cows last year and are collaborating with many
local farmers, of course, with strict checks to
maintain quality," says Ali . The enterprise
already serves more than 800 customers in
Chennai, and has a turnover of Rs10-12 lakh
per month. Collaborating with local farm
owners and with private investments, the
company is planning to expand to Coimbatore
and Trichy in coming years.

Shashi Kumar
CEO & Co-

founder,
Akshayakalpa

Producing
organic farm-

fresh milk is expensive compared to regular
milk. Cows are not injected with hormone
supplements or antibiotics to enhance milk
production. On top of that the animals are fed
on organically grown fodder and feed which is
expensive. This will affect the revenues from
the business. According to Akshali Shah, VP,
Sales and Marketing, Parag Milk Foods, which
sells organic milk under the brand Pride of

Cows, it is difficult to cater to large-scale
regular customers in this market. "Unlike
regular milk, productivity of organic milk is
difficult to maintain on a massive scale. So we
are very selective about customers," says
Shah. "About 3 per cent of our total overall
revenue comes from Pride of Cows and we
acquire customers only through invitations."
Last financial year, Parag reported revenue of
Rs1,731 crore.

The organic milk market is also very sensitive.
According to industry experts, a fine balancing
act is necessary in the business. "If you
increase the productivity, you won't be able to
find adequate customers and have to sell it in
the regular market at normal price making a
loss. If you acquire more customers, you won't
be able to serve them since productivity is less
in this segment," says Bhosle of Goufresh.

Long Gestation

Experts warn entrepreneurs to be cautious
before entering this industry given the unique
industry-specific challenges. For one, the
organic milk industry takes a while to become
profitable, according to Kuldeep Sharma,
Founder of Noida-based dairy consultancy firm
Suruchi Consultants. "You have to wait
patiently at least for six years or more,
understand the intricacies of the market and
have deep pockets apart from having a taste
for dairy farming," says Sharma. The market is
also unpredictable with chances of a customer
dropping your service while you're adding new
ones is much higher.

Another challenge is to maintain the quality
and preserve the milk. While some companies
pasteurise milk after extraction, many of them
just chill the milk and distribute it directly to
customers. "As there are no preservatives, milk
gets spoiled very easily. So you have to deliver
within eight hours after milking," says a
Bangalore-based organic dairy owner
revealing that some days more than 10 per
cent of the milk will be returned because it is
spoilt. This also affects scalability. "You have to
have farms locally if you want to expand and
scale to new markets, which calls for huge
investment," says Shah of Parag Milk.

As a result, organic milk industry is prone to
failures. In the past few years, many firms have
closed farms and quit the business. S. Mohan
Kumar is one such organic dairy owner from
the suburbs of Bangalore who had to face
losses and shut down his organic milk shop six



months ago. "Started in 2010, my business was
growing steadily in the initial years and I was
getting around 200 litres of milk," he says. He
had invested more than Rs20 lakh initially,
apart from the land and invested his income
back into the business. However, getting good
fodder, labour and veterinary services were
major issues for Kumar. His cattle began to die
and business started falling which eventually
led him to shut shop.

Anzeer Ali Partner, Maram Milk

The industry also lacks adequate rules and
regulations as of now. "Apart from a few
certifications, currently there is no stringent

law stating what is organic
and what is not. This is a
huge hindrance for the
growth of the industry,"
points out Sharma. FSSAI

has already drafted regulations on organic
food that will be released soon. The rules will
cover the dairy sector, according to industry
watchers.

That said, the business is here to stay and will
witness steady, if not exponential, growth.
Venture capital firms and angel investors have

started eyeing this segment. "Last year, we saw
an increasing interest in VC funding for the
dairy industry, including the organic dairy
segment, not only from Indian investors but
also from other countries such as the
Netherlands," says Janakiram of Frost &
Sullivan.

Pune-based Provilac Dairy, Chennai's Astra
Dairy Farms, Bhopal's Sahayog Farms are
among the organic milk companies that
received VC and Angel funds. Akhayakalpa
received Rs2.5 crore VC funding in 2013 from
VC firm Venture Dairy and is planning to raise
around Rs5-6 crore soon for expansion. "Along
with good management, companies have to
search for funds which have more than 10
years of horizon and have to wait patiently
without losing heart," reveals Shashi Kumar,
CEO and Co-founder of Akshayakalpa. If the
organic milk entrepreneurs can glean lessons
from mistakes made in the past, they stand
some chance to not only survive in a country
where organic is a buzzword now but can milk
great success.

The author is a Chennai-based freelance writer



Government extends duty benefits for exports of certain dairy, agri products
July 13, 2018
https://www.financialexpress.com/industry/government-extends-duty-benefits-for-exports-of-certain-dairy-agri-
products/1244060/

he government today increased as well
as extended duty benefits to certain
agriculture and dairy sector items

under a scheme to boost their exports. The
duty benefits were enhanced and extended
under the Merchandise Export from India
Scheme (MEIS).

Commerce Minister Suresh Prabhu in a tweet
said that: “MEIS incentives
introduced/increased for milk/dairy sector,
onion and deoiled soya cake for the benefit of
milk producers, farmers”. The new products
which would avail the MEIS benefit includes
skimmed milk, milk food for babies, whole
milk, condensed milk, yoghurt, buttermilk,
dairy spreads, butter oil, fresh cheese and
casein.

These items would get MEIS export benefits at
the rate of 10 per cent till January next year

from today onwards. On the other hand, MEIS
rates were enhanced to nine agri products
such as fresh onion, butter, ghee and
processed cheese.

Under this scheme, the government provides
duty credit scrip to exporters. The rates vary
from product to product and and the export
destination, as envisaged in the foreign trade
policy. Rewards under the scheme are payable
as percentage of realised free-on-board value
and MEIS duty credit scrip can be transferred
or used for payment of a number of duties
including the basic customs duty.

“The MEIS benefit for certain items have been
enhanced for a certain period and some new
items included,” directorate general of foreign
trade said in a public notice.

Dairy fats may not increase heart disease, stroke risk

July 12, 2018 12:30 PM
https://www.financialexpress.com/lifestyle/health/dairy-fats-may-not-increase-heart-disease-stroke-risk/1241710/

hole dairy products such as full-fat
milk, cheese and butter may not
increase a risk of early death from

heart disease or stroke, say, scientists. The
study, published in the American Journal of
Clinical Nutrition, found no significant link
between dairy fats and cause of death or heart
disease and stroke.

In fact, certain types of dairy fat may help
guard against having a severe stroke,
researchers said. “Our findings not only
support but also significantly strengthen, the
growing body of evidence which suggests that
dairy fat, contrary to popular belief, does not
increase the risk of heart disease or overall
mortality in older adults,” said Marcia Otto,
assistant professor at the University of Texas in
the US.

“In addition to not contributing to death, the
results suggest that one fatty acid present in
dairy may lower risk of death from

cardiovascular disease, particularly from
stroke,” said Otto. The study showed how
multiple biomarkers of fatty acid present in
dairy fat related to heart disease and all-cause
mortality over a 22-year period.

This measurement methodology, as opposed
to the more commonly used self-reported
consumption, gave greater and more objective
insight into the impact of long-term exposure
to these fatty acids, researchers said. Nearly
3,000 adults age 65 years and older were
included in the study, which measured plasma
levels of three different fatty acids found in
dairy products at the beginning in 1992 and
again at six and 13 years later.

None of the fatty acid types was significantly
associated with total mortality. In fact, one
type was linked to lower cardiovascular
disease deaths. People with higher fatty acid
levels, suggesting higher consumption of
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whole-fat dairy products, had a 42 per cent
lower risk of dying from stroke.

The 2015-2020 Dietary Guidelines for
Americans currently recommend serving fat-
free or low-fat dairy, including milk, cheese,
yoghurt, and/or fortified soy beverages.
However, Otto pointed out that low-fat dairy
foods such as low-fat yoghurt and chocolate
milk often include high amounts of added
sugars, which may lead to poor cardiovascular
and metabolic health.

“Consistent with previous findings, our results
highlight the need to revisit current dietary
guidance on whole fat dairy foods, which are
rich sources of nutrients such as calcium and
potassium,” said Otto said. “These are
essential for health not only during childhood
but throughout life, particularly also in later
years when undernourishment and conditions
like osteoporosis are more common,” she said.

Maharashtra govt to give subsidy to dairies, milk producers
July 11, 2018
https://indianexpress.com/article/india/maharashtra-govt-to-give-subsidy-to-dairies-milk-producers-5254387/

HE state Tuesday said for the next two
months, it will provide subsidy of Rs 5
per litre to dairies for export of milk

and Rs 50 per kg to milk producers for export
of milk powder. After reviewing the impact, it
will decide on whether to continue with the
subsidy. This was decided at an all-party
meeting convened by Chief Minister Devendra
Fadnavis in Nagpur to discuss the problems
faced by dairy farmers. With this, the state has
adopted the ‘Gujarat model’ to help dairy
farmers earn higher prices and also ensure that
milk federations are not incurring losses.

Last year, the state had made it mandatory for
the milk federations to pay a minimum of Rs 27
per litre on milk procured from dairy farmers
across Maharashtra. But the milk federations
had not been able to pay more than Rs 17 to

18 per litre to dairy farmers. At the meeting, it
was also decided that milk and milk powder
would be provided in the meals provided
under the schemes of the school education,
women and child welfare and tribal
development departments.

Maharashtra is among the highest milk
producing states in the country. A few months
ago, the government had announced Rs 3 per
kg subsidy on milk powder. But private milk
producers had argued that it was not enough
as prices of milk powder had crashed globally.
Meanwhile, the state government also
announced that it would recommend to the
Centre that GST on butter and ghee be
reduced. The two products attract a GST rate
of 12 per cent at present.
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What should be your daily intake of milk? Is it good only for kids? All your
questions answered
Updated: July 10, 2018 9:06:54 am
https://indianexpress.com/article/lifestyle/health/milk-health-benefits-when-to-have-milk-ideal-diet-
5251785/?utm_source=whatsapp&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=WhatsappShare

ilk is often considered as a complete
diet, especially for those who are
vegetarians. It occupies a special

place in Ayurveda for its nutritional and
digestive properties. Loaded with protein,
vitamin A, B1, B2, B12, and D, as well as
potassium and magnesium, it is one of the
most nutritious health drinks one can have.
However, very few adults would happily have
a glass at one go, forget kids!

Dr Rinki Kumari, chief dietician at Fortis
Hospital, Bangalore says, “Adults should not
avoid consuming milk as it works as an
excellent night time drink. Milk contains
Tryptophan, an amino acid that induces sleep
in the individual and improves the quality of
sleep. This occurs because Tryptophan helps
the body to create more serotonin and
melatonin, two neurotransmitters that control
the body’s sleeping cycle. Not just that, people
suffering from insomnia can also benefit from
drinking milk as the calcium and magnesium
present in it help alleviate sleep insomnia”.

For kids, gulping down a whole glass of milk
during breakfast may seem like a good idea,
but well into adulthood, the digestive system is
not prepared to handle it. It burdens the
digestive system in the morning and often will

show in the form of heartburn or
gastrointestinal issues in the long term. It is
advisable to always have milk with cereals or in
the form of porridge.

Also, it is often seen that when it comes to milk
consumption, parents tend to overdo it. Dr
Kumari sheds light on this myth too. “For kids,
two cups of milk, one in the morning and the
other before falling asleep is sufficient, not
more, not less. This is because most parents
make their kids overdose on milk hoping that
their bone development is progressing at a
healthy rate, but too much milk will end up
leaving kids with severe iron deficiencies”, she
says.

While kids are advised to have milk regularly, it
is also recommended that women should
include it in their diet, especially after
menopause. “Milk consumption after
menopause helps in reducing the risk of
osteoporosis, a life-threatening bone disease
that occurs primarily among women over the
age of 50. It provides the necessary proteins,
calcium and vitamin D required for improving
bone density which counteracts the ‘porous
bones’ condition that is a symptom of
osteoporosis”, says Kumari.
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UP CM to felicitate dairy farmers next week
https://www.indiatoday.in/pti-feed/story/up-cm-to-felicitate-dairy-farmers-next-week-1280551-2018-07-08
July 8, 2018

n order to encourage milk farmers in the
state, Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath would give out the 'Gokul

Puruskar' in Lucknow on July 11, a state
minister said.

While the highest milk supplying farmer to
Parag Dairy (Pradeshik Cooperative Dairy
Federation) would get state reward of Rs 2
lakh, the second position holder would get Rs
1.51 lakh, Uttar Pradesh Minister for Dairying,
Minority Welfare, Wakf and Culture, Laxmi
Narain Chaudhary said.

He said the prize was initiated last year with a
dual purpose -- to encourage the farmers to
supply more milk as well as increase their
income.

Similar prize of Rs 51,000 each would be given
to farmers division-wise in order to motivate
them to supply more milk to Parag Dairy, he
added.

Chaudhary said for encouraging the farmers to
produce more cow milk, the state government
has decided to initiate the 'Nand Baba Prize'
from this year.

It is the dream project of the Chief Minister and
we are committed to make it a ground reality,
Chaudhary said.

The commissioning of Kannauj milk plant, with
capacity of four lakh litres per day, is slated for
the current month, he said.

The salient feature of this dairy is that it will
process only cow milk.

He said the milk processing capacity of Parag
dairies of the state would reach 26 lakh litres
per day by March 2019 with the
commissioning of nine more plants.
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A milk startup takes on 300 million cows
https://www.business-standard.com/article/companies/a-milk-startup-takes-on-300-million-cows-118070700756_1.html
Last Updated at July 7, 2018 22:57 IST

hen Srikumar Misra moved back
home to this eastern Indian city
from London in 2010 to launch a

milk company, it was about as far from Silicon
Valley as an ambitious entrepreneur could get.

Armed with social media, smartphone apps
and big-data analytics, Mr. Misra's dairy
business is among hundreds of
startup companies leveraging the arrival of the
internet in rural areas in India.

Technology is taking on one of India's biggest
economic challenges: modernizing the
country's massive informal economy. Tech is
especially being put to the test by a tangle of
millions of independent laborers, farmers and
tiny companies that make up the lumbering
farm sector.

Mr. Misra, a former executive with Tata Group,
one of India's largest conglomerates, zeroed in
on the huge but underdeveloped dairy
industry, which is exceedingly fragmented.

India boasts the world's largest dairy herd-
some 300 million buffalo and cows that
produce 165 million metric tons of milk
annually. Yet the average farmer owns just two
cattle, and most live on one-family farms on
tiny plots that lack roads and electricity. In the
U.S., the second-largest producer globally, the
average dairy farm has nearly 150 cows.

Milk in India is distributed through millions of
tiny store fronts, roadside stalls and home
delivery men who sell it in milky masala tea,
baked into sweets or simply as raw milk. No
sprawling U.S.-style grocery chains do business
in India.

Between cow and consumer, milk quality has
suffered. Middlemen in India often sneak
water, sugar or powdered milk into raw milk,
adding volume and lowering the quality. The

milk that independent middlemen gather from
farmers and deliver to towns and villages is
often unpasteurized and not properly
refrigerated.

That is why almost all Indians boil their milk-
which is where Mr. Misra saw an opening.

"There was a huge problem with food products
that people could trust. The opportunity was
addressing this trust deficit," he said.

Mr. Misra and his wife, Rashima, a marketing
executive who became a partner in the
business, envisioned a brand with a snappy
slogan that would define a premium milk
product. They settled on Milky Moo. Motto:
"No need to boil."

They believed India's emerging middle class
would spend more on a high-quality, healthy
product. Young parents were beginning to
jump onto social media in meaningful numbers
in India, opening a fresh path to building a new
brand at warp speed.

Before that, their company, Milk Mantra,
needed a factory and a supply network, both
of which required capital. Mr. Misra tapped an
emerging source of funds for Indian
agricultural startups, venture capital, which
was no easy task back in 2009.

Venture capitalists have been increasingly
active in India, though until recently nearly all
of them have been looking to invest in Silicon
Valley-like dot-coms.

Odisha state, the heart of Mr. Misra's
proposed new market, is one of India's least-
developed regions, far off the radar screen
even of investors based in the country.

It took Mr. Misra two years to convince a
collection of 21 angel investors from England
and India to put up $1.5 million, land an
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additional $1 million from a venture-capital
firm, and $2 million borrowed from an Indian
bank to back Milk Mantra.

A venture-capital arm of Fidelity, now known
as Eight Roads Investment Advisors, was
among other later investors, putting in $8
million.

Milk Mantra pays farmers more for milk than
the informal collectors, and provides farmers
with something those collectors never did: a
small blue dairy diary where the quantity and
the quality of the milk is recorded for them
after they have their twice-daily milk collection
tested for milk fat levels and contaminants at
village collection points.

The information helps inform farmers what
their milk is worth. Milk Mantra also provides
veterinary support and information about feed
to farmers. Raw milk from village farmers is
trucked to regional collection points, then on
to a factory where it is pasteurized and
homogenized.

The company labored to monitor and control
the supply chain, challenging entrenched
relationships that tie rural villages to cities
through an opaque web of middlemen in the
informal economy. Convincing farmers they
were better off switching took work.

The startup took on the largest supplier of milk
in the region-a politically powerful cooperative
controlled by the state of Odisha-which
responded to competition by improving its
own operations and introducing premium
products.

The toughest challenge, says Mr. Misra, is
changing longstanding consumer habits and

attitudes, to convince them to change the way
they buy and consume milk, even if it costs a
bit more.

His wife found new customers on Facebook,
WhatsApp and Twitter and engaged them with
dairy riddles, recipes and milk puns-"Have a
Moo'velous great week ahead!
#MondayMotivation.

The company invited customers to milk-tasting

events geared toward children. They took
orders online, and delivered direct to homes
for the first year.

Milk Mantra also introduced products, such as
flavored milks, probiotic yogurts and paneer, a
kind of Indian cottage cheese.

In a working-class neighborhood of
Bhubaneswar, about eight hours south of
Kolkata in eastern India, the young family of
Deeptiranjan Sahoo, 40 years old, and
Snehajali Sahoo, 32 years old, consume milk
differently now because of Milk Mantra.

Mr. and Ms. Sahoo drink milk delivered to their
home by an independent middleman because
it is cheaper; the milkman has been selling to
the family for a generation. But the family
started paying a few more rupees each day for
another liter of Milky Moo from a local stand
for their two children, ages 6 and 2, because
they see it as healthier.

"We don't want to take a risk with the kids,"
says Ms. Sahoo.

The remote village of Odapainga, about an
hour's drive outside of Bhubaneswar, is
reaping some of the benefit from those extra
rupees the Sahoo family spends on Milky Moo
milk.



Before Milk Mantra, Saketa Bhusav Dash lived
and worked in another city nearly a dozen
hours drive from his home in Odapainga to
supplement the income from his family's
village general store, which his wife, Bandita
Dash, manages. Now the 37-year-old earns
that income by organizing the collection and
testing of 500 liters a day of milk from about 50
local farmers as Milk Mantra's representative.

On a recent morning, some of those farmers
gathered at the tiny collection booth and
testing point, chatting and gossiping while they
waited in line. They poured raw milk from
metal canisters into a large collection jug. A
Milk Mantra technician took a small sample
from each to test for milk fat levels, solids and
contaminants.

Mr. Dash and Milk Mantra have veterinarians
who work with many of the farmers to improve
the diet and health of their animals. Some have
used their record of consistently high-quality
production to qualify for loans from banks that
Milk Mantra partners with, enabling them to
purchase more cows and buffalo.

"We realize the value of our animals," said
Hare Krishna, a 53-year-old farmer who now
has a stable of four cows.

Using an application from Bangalore-based
company StellApps Technologies, Milk Mantra
uploads all of the farmers' test results into a

cloud database. They plan to phase out the
handwritten dairy diaries-and repurpose some
two-dozen employees who currently input
that data into computers by hand-to provide
real-time feedback and analysis to farmers via
their phones.

Milk Mantra has expanded relatively quickly
and revenues have grown steadily at about
35% annually. Sales reached 1.8 billion rupees
($27 million) this fiscal year, while producing
an average of 120,000 liters of milk daily. The
company has 340 employees, with almost 900
other workers on contracts.

Milk Mantra has run into obstacles along the
way. Community leaders near its milk
processing plant blocked access to the plant
entrance for several days soon after it opened,
complaining it might harm local water
supplies. They relented when the company
agreed to contribute to a fund that pays for
community development.

Profits have come more slowly, with the
company going into the black six months ago.
That took years longer than Mr. Misra
envisioned, he said, because of regulatory and
legal hurdles that affect all manufacturers.

Milk Mantra is experimenting with a home-
delivery service-this time with an online
subscription plan for customers who want
regular deliveries of its products.



A look at startups solving India-specific problems

Jul 02,2018 , 05:54 PM IST
http://www.thehansindia.com/posts/index/Tech-News/2018-07-02/A-look-at-startups-solving-India-specific-problems/394512

enture capitalists and business
experts often say that Indian startups
are copycats, that they take an idea

that’s been successful abroad and adapt it to
the Indian market.

This model has been successful and has
produced a number of unicorns — companies
with a valuation of $1 billion or more — as well,
but there are also a number of startups that
are tackling problems unique to India and
applying technology to find solutions.

The sectors in which these startups work
include agriculture, water, healthcare,
transportation, sanitation, localisation of
content and more. The diversity in culture and
language complicate matters further but more
founders are working on ways to cater to the
varied needs of consumers.

While a startup solving an India-specific
problem might seem like it has a limited
market, Arpit Agarwal, principal, Blume
Ventures has no doubt about its potential.
“Ideas that work in India are almost always
applicable to other emerging countries. So, the
market size becomes even larger,” he said.

Further, India’s 1 billion-plus-and-growing
population is a lucrative market in itself. Given
the opportunity, Google is building a local
accelerator programme in India to support
startups that are solving India-specific
problems. Here are some areas in which
startups are looking for solutions that are
unique to India.
Air/Water

Fourteen of the world’s 15 most polluted cities
are in India, and poor air quality is a problem
Air Ok Technlogies is trying to tackle. Its
purifier is made for India, and the team is
hoping to sell to hospitals, industries, IT parks
and the hospitality industry. Co-founders

Deekshith Vara Prasad, Yasa Pavan Reddy and
VS Krishna say they’ll be in the market this
month.

While water management is a global issue,
India is probably among the worst affected due
to poor infrastructure and a large population.
Varun Sridharan’s Greenvironment Innovation
is using data analytics to offer real-time
monitoring for water and wastewater
treatment plants.

The startup has bagged a Rs 50 lakh grant from
the Karnataka government to install systems
across 50 projects in Bengaluru. “One of the
buildings where we implemented our system
has reduced fresh water consumption from 45
litres per person to 22.5 litres. The idea is to
use more recycled water and reduce purchase
of fresh water,” says Sridharan.

Language localisation

While English works in urban India, for rural
areas content has to be in local languages and
dialects. Startups like Indus OS, Pratilipi,
Reverie and Slang Labs see opportunity here.
Indus OS, for instance, is an indigenous
operating system for the next billion
smartphone users.

“We have regional keyboards with matra and
word predictions and auto-correct, the
patented Indus Swipe (to translate and
transliterate English to regional languages),
Indus Reader (text-to-speech feature in
regional languages for English content), and
App Bazaar to bring regional language apps to
the user,” said one of the co-founders Rakesh
Deshmukh.

After Kumar Rangarajan sold his startup Little
Eye Labs to Facebook and returned to India in
2017, he decided to use voice to tackle the
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language problem. He set up Slang Labs to help
mobile apps have a multi-lingual voice
interface. “Our software allows any mobile app
to build a voice layer on top,” he says. Slang
Labs, which has raised Rs 8 crore ($1.2 million)
from Endiya Partners, plans to launch Hindi in
a month.

Win prizes worth
Rs 4,11,000+
by participating in coding challenges

Ranjeet Pratap Singh set up Pratilipi in 2014
with four others as an online platform
connecting readers and writers in regional
languages. It’s grown to support eight
languages, and raised over $1 million from
various investors. While they are yet to
monetise content, Modi says there are
multiple potential revenue streams. “There is
demand for validated content. We are looking
at revenue sharing and licensing models with
creators,” she said.

Agritech and Energy

Agriculture remains a large employer but it
remains unorganised and is a tough nut to
crack for startups, but solutions they have
come up with range from testing products to
marketing platforms.

To improve testing, Tanmay Sethi and Yogesh
Gupta set up Nebulaa Innovations in 2016.
“Testing of agri commodities is done manually.
Even if a machine is used, it takes 30-40
minutes for 1,000 kg. Our product uses image
processing and AI to test the quality of food
grains within a minute,” says Sethi. The startup
has raised funding from a Hyderabad-based
investor and has partnered with Nagarjuna
Fertilizers for domain expertise.

At the other end of the spectrum are startups
like farMart, an online agri-machinery rental

platform. “We help farmers rent out under-
utilised machinery to fellow farmers,” says co-
founder Alekh Sanghera. Farmers from over
100 villages use their platform.

Some startups have taken on the dairy and
poultry side. Blume Ventures-backed Stellapps
offers IoT solutions in for the dairy market
while T-Hub-incubated MLIT Solutions offers
real-time remote monitoring of poultry
incubators and farms using IoT.

Healthcare

Healthcare, especially for women, is a space
that startups are working on to improve
awareness as well as access. Startups like
Plackal Tech and Menstrupedia are attempting
to change the narrative around menstruation.

Plackal’s app Maya is a period tracker app that
helps women track their cycles, Menstrupedia
looks to make conversations about periods
easier with comic books, workshops and blogs.
PregBuddy, founded by Sivareena Sarika,
Subhadeep Mondal and Yash Ladia, is an
antenatal care platform which provides peer
connections based on location, language and
medical conditions with content in Hindi.

Transportation

Commuting in India, whether within a city or
between towns, can be a fraught affair, and
startups are using tech to sort it out. Mobond,
for instance, is a chat-based app on which
Mumbai’s 75 lakh commuters share real-time
information about train services. The Railways
has opened opportunities for several startups.

RailYatri provides information on delays,
platform numbers, coach position, on-time
history of a train and more. Trainman, founded
in 2014, provides intelligence on confirmation
chances of a waitlist ticket. Startups like
TravelKhana, KhanaGaDi and Yatrachef target
passengers’ need for good quality food during
travel.



Regulatory/Legal

FDA identifies city’s milk adulteration hotspots
: Jul 14, 2018, 06:20 IST
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y Shruti Ganapatye

After more than a year of random
checks and raids, the food quality control body
has listed places in the city where significant
dilution and repackaging of milk takes place.

After a year-long drive to prevent milk
adulteration in the city, the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) has identified Khar
Danda, Suresh Nagar in Andheri West, Juhu
Galli, Dahisar and Malavani in Malad as areas
where milk is adulterated or diluted with
water, posing serious health hazards to
consumers.

Based on inside information and complaints,
the FDA has been conducting a special drive
from April 1, 2017, to check the quality of milk
for household consumption. The raids have
been conducted at random places and random
hours, especially in the wee hours when milk is
supplied to the city. In these past months, FDA
officers followed the suppliers’ chain to crack
the cause and effect theory. After gruelling
ground work, the FDA has identified the above
areas where mixing takes place and the milk
pouches are repacked.

In its latest drive this month, beginning June
12, the FDA covered all the usual check points
in the city, including Mankhurd, Mulund, Airoli,
Dahisar and Vashi. In just one month, 4.62 lakh

litre milk was checked and 1,998 litre was sent
back to dairies outside the city.

Since April 2017, the FDA has conducted
several raids in Mumbai and sent 207 random
samples for checking. “Of these, we found that
39 samples were substandard and milk worth
Rs 23,000 was seized. As a result, suppliers
were fined Rs 70,000 in Mumbai alone,”
another FDA official said.

Chronicling the milk supplier chain, an officer
involved in operations said that usually water
is mixed with milk and refilled in pouches. “The
remaining milk is sold to tea shops and hotels
at a lower price. In 500 ml milk, 50 ml water is
mixed. Just by looking at the packs, one can
make out that it was tampered with,” the
official said. In a recent raid conducted in
Andheri, the officers caught a group of
suppliers diluting one morning’s milk supply.
Prior to the raid, about 40 to 50 lt of milk was
mixed with water every day in the area. “Now
we are conducting surprise raids to prevent
this mixing,” FDA joint commissioner (food)
Shailesh Adhav told Mumbai Mirror.

Meanwhile, intending to prevent
adulteration, Maharashtra government has
announced to bring in an Act, making milk
adulteration a nonbailable offence and with
maximum imprisonment of three years.
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Crisis in dairy sector as it faces a problem of plenty
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ravellers on a busy stretch of
Bannerghata Road - a key arterial
street - in Bengaluru were bemused

last month, when they were offered fresh milk
- for free - by protesting dairy farmers, in front
of the offices of Karnataka Milk Federation
(KMF). The dairy farmers who were present
along with their cows in front of KMF’s
headquarters were carrying out this unique
protest to oppose the reduction in the
procurement price of milk from Rs 23 to Rs 21
per litre.

While a Rs 2 per litre reduction might not look
big, it is important to note that there are 24
lakh dairy farmers in Karnataka alone and this
would have led to a 10% drop in their income.
Also this was the third successive downward
revision of prices from a peak of Rs 27 per litre
in January of this year. KMF is the third largest
dairy player in the country after Gujarat
Cooperative Milk Marketing Federation and
Mother Dairy.

The reason why the 14 affiliated Karnataka
wide district dairy units of KMF had reduced
procurement prices for raw milk was simple.
KMF everyday procures a little over 75 lakh
litres of milk but is able to sell only 36 lakh
litres. The rest of the milk it converts into milk
powder for which it incurs an additional cost of
Rs 5 to 7 per litre. Unable to sell even the milk
powder or other value added products like
ghee, sweets and other dairy products, it is
sitting on a mountain of dairy produce. KMF is
not alone or unique in facing this challenge.

India is drowning in a problem of plenty with
regard to milk, as witnessed by the anguish of
dairy farmers in Haryana. Dairy farmers in the
state used to get about Rs 25 per litre for cow
milk and Rs 45 for buffalo milk during summer
season in 2014, whereas this season they have
been getting about Rs 25 and Rs 38,
respectively though the feed cost has risen
more than 20% in the last four years.

The chief general manager of the Harayan’s
Milk Federation S S Kohli says they have had to
lower the price in the wake of overall
countrywide scenario of surplus milk. “Like
other federation majors, we too have a surplus
stock of skimmed milk powder (SMP) — 3,200

metric tonne - and white butter — 3,800
metric tonne - and yet we are collecting liquid
milk to our capacity now,’’ he says. Since the
overall milk surplus scenario has led to a major
fall in the prices of milk products such as SMP
and butter, we cannot even stock more of it for
now.”

Gujarat, which is the largest dairy player in the
country, is no different. The Gujarat
government was forced in the last week of
June to announce a Rs 300-crore subsidy on
exports of around 60,000 tonnes skimmed milk
powder through Gujarat Cooperative Milk
Marketing Federation (GCMMF), as unsold
milk powder stocks were piling up across the
country. GCMMF markets Amul brand of milk
and products. This even as a dairy farmer in
Gujarat, who used to get Rs 43.34 per litre of
milk in 2014-15, today gets Rs 38.5 per litre for
raw milk.

Similarly, the situation in Punjab is of excess
supply hurting the state’s dairy industry.
Because of increase in milk production, prices
have fallen and the burden has fallen on the
state’s milk co- operative federation — Milkfed
— that sells Verka brand of milk and milk
products. Despite a lean season currently,
Milkfed is getting at least 20 lakh litres of milk
every day for processing. “We have no option
but to process the ex- cess milk into white
butter and skimmed milk powder (SMP), which
involves processing and storage cost,” says
Milkfed managing director Manjit Singh Brar.

He says that nationally there are stocks of at
least two lakh tonne of SMP and at least one
lakh tonne of white butter. “If this is dumped
into the market, it will further disturb the
business dynamics. Moreover, the Gujarat
government’s decision to help its milk
cooperative Amul with Rs 300 crore subsidy
will further impact the dairy industry in a
negative sense,” says Brar.

Gujarat’s deputy chief minister Nitin Patel
defended the move. “The subsidy (to be given
over the next six months) will directly help the
state’s 35 lakh dairy farmers as milk
cooperatives will be prevented from reducing
milk procurement price.”
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In Punjab, which has highest per capita milk
availability of 1,070 millilitres, (against national
average of 360 millilitres), as per figures
procured form Milkfed, milk production in five
years (from 2013-14 to 2017-18) has grown by
17% and processing during the same time
period has increased by 35%. Currently, milk
production in Punjab has touched 350 lakh
litres per day, which is expected to rise in the
flush season beginning from August, and it is
apprehended that it will only worsen the
situation. Due to increase in supply, Milkfed
and other milk cooperatives have already
reduced rates of milk procured by Rs 2 a litre.

Situation is no different in the Eastern part of
the country considered once to be milk-deficit.
Till last year, Bihar for example had to procure
conserved comm- odities of milk, like skimmed
and whole milk powder as well as butter, from
outside the state. The scenario has, however,
changed this year. The state has now bec- ome
milk surplus. Bihar registe- red a 10%-15%
growth in milk procurement, up from 16.27
lakh kg per day in 2017-18 to 18.20 lakh kg per
day (till May 2018), according to Shikha
Srivastava, managing director of Bihar State
Milk Co-operative Federation Ltd (COMFED).

What ails the sector?

The current crisis of plenty that the dairy sector
is facing is relatively new and in fact owes its
success to the ‘White Revolution’ launched by
the government. From a mere 55.6 million
tonnes of milk in 1991-92, India in 2016-17
produced 165.4 million tonnes of milk,
according to Department of Animal
Husbandry, Dairying and Fisheries, Ministry of
Agriculture. Per capita availability of milk has
doubled from a mere 178 ml to 360 ml in the
same period. India is today the world’s largest
producer of milk ahead of USA and China, the
number two and three respectively.

Suresh Babu, managing director of Mandya
Milk Union, says a concatenation of
circumstances has caused the present set of
challenges. “In a way the success of the
industry has been its undoing. Productivity has
gone up. Because it is lucrative, more people
have taken to dairy farming. However, while
consumption has increased, it has failed to
keep pace with production, leading to
depression in prices. Also, the softness in the
international market prices also has hurt the
Indian dairy industry.” Mandya Milk Union,
which is one of the 14 affiliated unions to KMF,

alone is sitting on 3,200 metric tonne of SMP
and 1,500 tonnes of butter.

He points out that the milk powder’s shelf life
is a maximum of 12-15 months and butter that
of not more than 1-3 months. “There is
additional cost in processing and storing these
large amounts of milk produce, which is why
procurement prices have been slashed. Earlier
we were able to sell SMP at Rs 180 per kg even,
but now even the international price is just
around Rs 110-117,” says Babu.

B G Anjanappa, president of BAMUL, the
Bangalore affiliate of KMF, says that even after
the cut in procurement price of milk, it
continues to remain lucrative. “Apart from
what we pay the government of Karnataka
gives a subsidy of Rs 5 per litre to the dairy
farmer. While it is true that there are large
amounts of stock of milk powder, I don’t see it
as a crisis as one drought year when feed
availability goes down could cut supply down
and reduce the stockpile.”

Governments also have been trying their own
innovative ways of ensuring that they continue
to subsidise the sector. “With milk becoming
surplus and to address the nutritional
requirement of impoverished children,
beginning July, the state government on a pilot
basis began supplying milk once a week and
free of cost to children in 3-6 years age group,
across 25 anganwadi centres in Gaya, Vaishali,
Saran, Gopalganj and Siwan districts of Bihar,”
says Shikha Srivastava, managing director of
Bihar’s COMFED.

In June, COMFED supplied 12 tonnes of milk to
the social welfare department for integrated
child development services (ICDS), a Central
government programme, which provides free
food, preschool education, and primary
healthcare to children under 6 years of age and
their mothers. Bihar chief minister Nitish
Kumar now wants to extend the scheme across
over 1 lakh anganwadi centres across all 38
districts of the state.

Karnataka launched a ‘Ksheera Bhagya’
scheme under whi- ch government school kids
across the state are being given 150 ml of milk
per day for 5 days a week, free of cost. This
scheme cost the government an estimated
~850 crore per year and is a kind of hidden
subsidy to the dairy sector in the state.
GCMMF managing director R S Sodhi,
commenting on the subsidy for exports, said,
“This will lift the overall sentiment in Indian



market and farmers across the country will be
ben- efited.” Sodhi, who declined to give
figures of SMP stock available with Amul,
maintained that its inventory is still not huge
eno- ugh to press the panic button. “We have

not reduced procurement prices and
procurement quantity is more than previous
years,” he said.

Good news! FSSAI may enforce 'Traffic Light Labelling' rules on Packaging and Labelling
Act: Sources
Jul 09, 2018
http://www.zeebiz.com/india/news-good-news-fssai-may-enforce-traffic-light-labelling-rules-on-packaging-and-labelling-
act-sources-54472

he Food Safety and Standards
Authority of India (FSSAI) is planning to
make changes in the Packaging and

Labeling Act 2018. Sources close to the
development informed Zee Business's Suman
Agarwal that the food regulator may add the
'Traffic Light Labelling' rules in the act. In
short, these rules will be applied to the
packaging of food items.

In addition, under the new act, the quantity of
nutrients will be written on the front side of
the packet instead of its back. In addition,
companies involved in manufacturing the
packaged foods will have to write the quantity
of sugar, fat and salt on the packet too.

About 'Traffic' rules

'Traffic Light Labelling' is a system of indicating
the status of contents using the red, amber or
green a la traffic lights. The system was first
implemented in the United Kingdom in 2007.
This labelling allows people to know about the
nutritional content of the packaged foods –
such as salt, sugar and fat content – as red for
very high (unhealthy), amber for moderate,
and green for low (healthy). Foods with 'green'
indicators are healthier and to be preferred
over those with 'red' ones.

Alert: Packaged goods with a high content of
all these three nutrients is dangerous for
health as it may increase the risk of many
diseases like hypertension, diabetes and
obesity.

Benefits of 'Traffic Light Labeling'

• Such a labelling will allow the customer to
choose the best product by comparing them.
• They will be opting for foods on the basis as
per the needs of their body and health.

General information that will be provided on
the packet includes

• Date and place of manufacturing of the
product.
• Its expiry date or by when the product should
be used.
• Name of the product and manufacturing
company will be written in title case or capital
letter.
• Information related to nutrients will be
provided on the front side of the packet.
• Batch, code number and license number of
the product.
• Is it suitable for intake of a 12-month-old
child or not.
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INDIA SHUTS DOWN 129-YEAR-OLD MILITARY DAIRY FARMS

JULY 8, 2018
https://vegnews.com/2018/7/india-shuts-down-129-year-old-military-dairy-farms

ndia’s military is closing its 39 dairy farms
to reduce expenses and free up 20,000
acres of land—and over 57,000 troops—

from non-combat duties. The military farms
were created in 1889 to provide milk and dairy
products to troops, but its 25,200 “high-
yielding” milk cows—who are cross-bred to
produce double the amount of milk of an
average cow—accounted for just 14 percent of
dairy consumed by the armed forces. In
August, the Indian government ordered the
shut down of military farms with an

implementation deadline of three months, but
the military was unable to find buyers for the
cows. “There were also fears that in case the
cattle were sold to individual farmers or
private dairies, the high-yield cows could find
their way to slaughterhouses,” reported The
Economic Times. The cows are now expected
to be transferred to state departments and
dairy co-operatives. About seven farms have
already been closed and the remaining 32 are
expected to shut down soon.

AAP demands scrapping of auction of cattle fairs to private contractors

Published: July 6, 2018 6:48 PM IST
http://www.india.com/news/agencies/aap-demands-scrapping-of-auction-of-cattle-fairs-to-private-contractors-3152137/

he Punjab unit of the Aam Aadmi Party
today demanded scrapping the system
of auctioning of cattle fairs to private

contractors in the state.

Kharar MLA and spokesperson for the state
party legislative wing, Kanwar Sandhu, alleged
that the government had, for many years,
resorted to “open loot of dairy farmers
through private contractors”.

“While farm income is exempt from tax, why
are farmers rearing cattle heads being forced
to pay heavy sums to the government for every
sale and purchase of animals,” he asked.

The next auction for the coming year is due on
July 10 as the previous contract expired on
June 30, he said.

This year, the reserve price for the auction of
all the cattle fairs in the state is Rs 72 crore,
Sandhu said.

Last year, the auction bid had touched a
whopping Rs 105 crore.

“This is an open loot of the farmers,” Sandhu
alleged.

In Punjab, a total of 900 cattle fairs are
organised in a year (about 75 every month)
spread across 19 districts.

Sandhu said that while farmers in Punjab were
being forced to pay on an average Rs 2,000 per
animal sold or purchased, in Haryana, a farmer
pays only Rs 60 per animal.

In Haryana, the cattle fairs are organised by its
own department.

He said that in Punjab too, the same practice
was adopted when the Punjab Cattle Fair
(Regulation) Act, 1967 was passed.

However, the practice was changed to
auctioning of cattle fairs a few years ago, much
to the disadvantage of the small farmers and
cattle breeders, he said.

Sandhu also demanded that the money
collected in the cattle fairs should be spent
only on promoting dairy farming and
improving veterinary hospitals in the state.

I
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No cash cow, Army to sell bovines for token amount
https://vegnews.com/2018/7/india-shuts-down-129-year-old-military-dairy-farms

he Army will write off its special, high-
yielding milch cows for a token amount
in an attempt to cut flab by shutting

down its military farms. The write-off -- by
transferring the cows to state dairy
cooperatives and other government
departments -- comes after earlier attempts to
auction, or sell the 25,000-odd cattle, did not
succeed.

While the special Frieswal cows are believed to
be valued at over Rs 1 lakh each, the lack of
buyers who are willing to pay such a large sum
has forced the defence ministry to convey a
special sanction to transfer of the cattle at a
‘uniform nominal price’ of Rs 1000 per animal.

Orders have been issued in late June to
transfer all military farms cattle to central and
state departments or dairy cooperatives for
the token amount, as long as the cost of
transportation is borne by the receiving
entities.

This decision brings to an end an impasse over
the closing down of 39 military farms that has

been stuck for almost a year over the fate of
these cows. A defence ministry panel had
recommended shutting down of military farms
across the nation -- raised in 1889 to provide
fresh food to troops -- as part of larger
measures to free up over 57,000 troops from
non-combat duties.

While orders for shutting down of the farms
were issued in August last year -- with a three-
month implementation deadline -- the farms
could not be closed as all attempts to sell off
its living assets were thwarted.

This posed a unique problem as military farms
host the highyield Frieswal cows. These cows
were developed by cross breeding Dutch
Holstein-Friesian cattle with native Sahiwal
cattle which produce almost double the
national average yield of milk.

There were also fears that in case the cattle
were sold to individual farmers or private
dairies, the high-yield cows could find their
way to slaughter houses. This is because the
cows require a high daily investment that could
make them difficult to maintain.

With the issue now resolved, the army will
move ahead on closing all the military farms
that are spread across the country in places
such as Meerut, Ambala, Srinagar, Jhansi and
Lucknow. The total of 39 farms are spread over
20,000 acres of land but were meeting only
14% of annual demand of milk by the armed
forces.

A cabinet decision was taken in August last
year to shut all farms down to save expenses
(they were allocated `334 crore in the last
budget) and cut flab. The land freed up will
now be used for other military purposes. At
least seven of the farms have been closed
already and the rest are now in the process of
shutting down with the transfer of livestock.
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FSSAI in talks with industry to convert used-cooking oil into bio-diesel

Jul 02, 2018 08:11 PM IST
https://www.moneycontrol.com/news/business/fssai-in-talks-with-industry-to-convert-used-cooking-oil-into-bio-diesel-
2661621.html

ood regulator FSSAI on Monday said it is
in discussion with the Indian Biodiesel
Association for setting up of an

ecosystem for the collection of used cooking
oil and its conversion into bio-diesel.

Small quantities of used cooking oil are already
being collected from food businesses either
through a barter arrangement or at cost, but
there is a huge scope for expanding this
ecosystem, it said in a statement.

"Annually, about 23 million tonnes of cooking
oil is consumed in India. There is potential to
recover and use about 3 million tonnes of this
for production of bio-diesel," Food Safety and
Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) said.

This will have an estimated value of Rs 18,000
crore per year, it said and added used-cooking
oil is viewed as the most reasonable and
advisable feedstock for biodiesel production.

Bio-diesel is non-poisonous and biodegradable
fuel with better burning emission profile and
high flash point therefore easy to transport.
"Thus, time is right for India now to take up
large-scale bio-diesel production using used-
cooking oil as feedstock through a coordinated
effort."

To ensure food safety, the FSSAI has notified
norms effective from July 1 for food business
operators to monitor the quality of oil during
frying.

The FSSAI has prescribed a limit for Total Polar
Compounds (TPC), which is a reliable
benchmark for measuring the degradation of
the oil, to be maximum 25 per cent beyond
which the cooking oil is not suitable for use.

Currently, used-cooking oil is either not
discarded at all or disposed of in an
environmentally hazardous manner, thereby,
choking drains and sewerage systems.

Commenting on this issue, FSSAI CEO Pawan
Agarwal said: "Effective implementation of
used-cooking oil standards is a win-win for the
public health, environment and the energy
security."

The State Food Safety Commissioners are
being advised to take up awareness and
education programmes, surveillance and
enforcement activities in this regard, he said in
a statement.

Use of cooking oil for repeated frying leads to
the formation of TPC making it unfit for human
consumption and can lead to many diseases, it
added.
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Small farmers upset over stricter regulations for organic tag

Updated: Jul 01, 2018, 09.29 AM IST
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/cons-products/food/why-small-farmers-are-upset-with-indias-food-
safety-regulator/articleshow/64809679.cms

ujatha Rajeswaran made the kind of
career shift those stuck in the corporate
rat race tend to wistfully talk about,

around the office water cooler. Eight years
ago, she and her husband quit their IT jobs in
Chennai and began farming on a three-acre
plot near Puducherry, where they grow paddy,
millets, pulses and sesame free of chemicals
and pesticides. The switch meant losing a
steady monthly income but Rajeswaran says
they enjoy other luxuries, such as eating fruit
plucked fresh from the garden. Some of the
crops they grow, such as traditional varieties of
rice, are sold directly to customers, while
others are sold to a few retail outlets in
Puducherry.

By the time you read this, though, Rajeswaran
would no longer be able to sell her produce to
retail stores under the organic label. A new
rule framed by the Food Safety and Standards
Authority of India (FSSAI), which kicks in on July
1, bans the retail sale of food labelled as
organic unless it has been certified according
to one of two processes. “I don’t know what
will happen,” says Rajeswaran, who chose to
sell by building trust with the stores over
getting her products certified.

So far, certification was compulsory only for
export. Farmers who wanted to export organic
produce had to opt for third-party certification
by one of 28 agencies recognised under the
National Programme for Organic Production
(NPOP) guidelines. Those selling at home could
either get NPOP certification or choose the
cheaper Participatory Guarantee System-India

(PGS), under which farmers form a collective
and vouch for the others’ produce. But neither
was compulsory for domestic sales.

“It was a free-for-all situation where anyone
could call anything organic and get away with
it,” says FSSAI CEO Pawan Kumar Agarwal. “We
are trying to create a clearer system.” The new
rule will empower food safety officers to test
samples from the market and prosecute
transgressors. Sandeep Bhargava, CEO of
certifying body OneCert, says the intervention
was necessary. “It was very essential, with a lot
of frauds taking place and many non-certified
products in the market. This move will increase
the trust of the consumer and eventually help
expand the market.”

S



A 2016 Yes Bank White Paper on the organic
market in India estimates the organised
market to be Rs 250-300 crore and the
“uncertified, unmonitored” one to be Rs 300-
500 crore. On an average, organic produce
sells at a 30% premium. At online retailer Big
Basket, for example, a kilo of organic carrot
costs Rs100 while local carrot is Rs80.

Big Basket, which sees 5% of its sales from
organic produce, says the company sells only
certified goods, which includes private labels
Fresh Organic and BB Royal Organic. “The
FSSAI regulation will not affect our
procurement. We are currently studying the
draft notifications and will make necessary
changes, if any, to comply with the
notification,” says Seshu Kumar, national head
for buying and merchandising, Big Basket.
Online meat delivery startup Licious, which is
gearing up to introduce organic meat, says it
will sell only meat that is certified organic. “We
will strictly follow such aspects of certification
and rely on only accredited certification
bodies,” says Rajesh Kumaramenon, vice-
president, quality and food safety at Licious.

But small farmers argue the two certification
options are either expensive, cumbersome or
both and doesn’t always guarantee quality.
The samples in a 2014 study by the Indian
Agricultural Research Institute had found
pesticide residues above permissible levels,
though the samples had been certified by
third-party agencies. Erode-based
Ramaswamy Selvam, who started organic
farming in 1996, says certification under NPOP
would cost him Rs 15,000-Rs 50,000, while the
PGS system is cumbersome and time-
consuming. For instance, the fee structure of
Bureau Veritas, an NPOP-recognised agency,
includes Rs 15,000 per man day for organic
certification for one farmer, Rs 7,000 as
certificate fees and Rs 2,000 for a transaction
certificate, apart from expenses for lab
analysis, travel and accommodation. Typically,
a certification is valid for three years and
renewals cost less.

Under PGS, which is supposed to be free, a
farmer has to form a collective with at least
four other organic farmers. “We would have to
visit the others’ farms twice in one cropping
season, which is not easy if the farms are not
nearby. I see the new rules as a kind of
punishment to me for having turned organic,”
says Selvam, who has circulated an online
petition demanding the rules be withdrawn. “If
I apply for certification, I will also have to wait
three years to get it. What happens in that
period?” adds Selvam, referring to existing



NPOP regulations which specify that “the
whole farm…should be converted to the
(organic) standards over a period of three
years,” referred to as the conversion period.

Vishalakshi Padmanabhan, founder of
Bengaluru-based farmer collective Buffalo
Back, says they are trying to help the 35% of
their farmers who have not yet been certified
with the procedure. “But it is not easy,” she
says. Others, like NCR-based iOrganic, which
sells 3,000 litres of milk a day, have been able
to sidestep the rule by having organic only in
the brand name. “We have not called our milk
organic anywhere, we only say it is farm-
fresh,” says founder Aditya Sinhal.

Kavitha Kuruganti, a former member of the
government task force on organic and non-
chemical farming, warns that the new rules will
keep a whole set of farmers out of the organic
market. “It will become an elite market
dominated by big brands serving wealthy

customers.”

FSSAI’s Agarwal argues that a clause exempts a
“small original producer or producer
organisation” directly selling to the consumer
from certification. But Selvam asks why the
exception for direct sales should be restricted
to “small farmers”, a term that has not been
defined.

For now, the non-certified farmers and their
supporters are hopeful of some leeway on
deadline as well as further discussions to arrive
at a solution acceptable to all. The FSSAI, on its
part, says it is willing to listen. For starters, the
ambiguity over the definition of who is a small
farmer is likely to be removed by defining the
category as those earning less than Rs12 lakh a
year. “We might also give a few months
beyond July 1 for farmers and others to
comply. The regulations are but in the course
of implementation, if we face any difficulty, we
are open to renewing them,” says Agarwal.



नकल घी क ब से कुछ डरे उ योग बंद होने क कगार पर
Bhaskar News Network | Jul 01,2018 2:30 AM IST
https://m.bhaskar.com/mp/dhar/news/latest-dhar-news-023002-2090511.html

न प त, सोया तले, घी के लेवर से बना
तरल पदाथ शु घी के नाम से म ,

राज थान, पजंाब, ह रयाणा, उ एवं
बहार म खुलआेम बेचा जा रहा है। इसका सीधा
भाव डरे उ योग पर पड़ा है। देशी घी क खपत म
ती ता से गरावटआई है। दधू पावडरऔर घी बनाने
वाल छोट -छोट डे रयां इस वष बदं हो सकती ह।
बड़ी डे रय क बलैसशीटघाटे क बनेगी। अगला वष
पशपुालक के लए खतरनाक स हो सकता है,

शायद उ हकमभाव परभी दधू के लेवालनह ं मल।
कसान क आय डढ़े गणुा होने के बजायआधी होने
का भय सताने लगा है। यह पहला अवसर है, जब क
बड़ी कंप नय को छोटे लांट से जॉब करवाकर दधू
को बचाना पड़ा है। इस वष उ तर भारत के लांट देर
से शु हो सकते ह। देशी घी और पावडर का कारोबार
नराशाजनक ि थ त म पहंुच गया है। एक वष पवू
इस उ योग पर जीएसट क मार पड़ी और घी महंगा
होने पर देशभर म नकल घी नमाता, व े ताओं का
जाल बछ गया। अनेक लांट का घी 20 तशत ह
बक सका है, शषे 80 तशत कब तक बकेगा?

नकल माल क ब

माई ड फेड, ी पाईड, हे थ ाईड, हवन-पजून के
लए जैसे नाम से बक रहे तरल पदाथ ने डरे
उ योगक नींव हलाकर रखद है।अगले वष इसका
सीधा भाव पशु पालक पर पड़गेा,जब कउनके दधू
का बाजार म लेवाल नह ं मलगे। पता नह ं क और
रा य सरकार नकल माल क ब को ो साहन
य दे रह ह। ऐसा काननू बनाना चा हए िजससे
नकल माल क ब स ती से बदं हो सके।
सोयातले, वन प त और घी के एसस का म ण
कसी भी काय म मा यता ा त नह ं है। अखा य
पदाथ के नाम से बेचना आसान है कंतु पै कंग के
अदंर भरा पदाथ अखा य नह ं है। इसक जांच य
नह ं क जाती है। इन पर जीएसट लागू य नह ं
होना चा हए,आ खर पै कंग म वन प त और सोया
तले है। िजन पर 5 तशत एवं शु घी पर 12

तशत जीएसट है। जीएसट ट म क नजर ऐसे
पदाथ पर आ खर य नह ं गई। जीएसट ट म
स ती कर तो यह गौरखधधंा हाथ हाथ बदं हो
सकता है।

दधू ां त का यह ह

नकल माल बेचने का भाव पहल बार देश क बड़ी
छोट डे रय पर पड़ रहा है। यह खतरनाक सकेंत है।
इसम तो परूा डरे उ योग चौपट हो जाएगा। यह
ि थ त बनी रह तो पशपुालक का दधू कौन
खर देगा। दधू ां त का ऐसा ह होगा इसक कभी
क पना भी नह ं क गई थी। आए दन नया खा य
सरु ा नयम कड़े कए जाने और मौत क सजा क
बात क जा रह है। वतमान काननू भी इतना लचर
नह ं है, िजसके मा यम से कायवाह नह ं क जा
सकती है। कायवाह से हाथ य खींच रखा है? पता
नह ं डरे उ योग को बदं करवाने म वा य वभाग
अपनी अहम ्भू मका य नभा रहा है।

उ पादक सटर

पवू वष म म म नकल घी का बड़ा सटर था।
वतमान म उ ह ं 70 तशत थान पर यह
गौरखधधंा चालू है। म के सांवेर, पालदा उ योग
नगर, सनावद, धार, खंडवा, खरगोन, उ जैन,

वा लयर, इटारसी, दाहोद, अहमदाबाद, सरूत,

कोटा, जयपरु, उदयपरु आ द म देशी घी के नाम से
बेचा जाने वाला यह तरल पदाथ धड़ ले से बन रहा
है। एक ल टर क लागत 100 पए आ रह है।
दकुानदार इसे 200 से 250 पए ल टर म बेच रहे ह।
देशी घी के भाव 400 पए कलो से ऊपर ह। जीएसट
लागू होने के बाद इनशहर - ामीण इलाक मनकल
माल बना बल के कैसे बक सकता है कंतु खुले प
से बेचा जा रहा है।

पकड़ फै ट रय तक हो

य द जीएसट क ट म कराना यापा रय के यहां से

व



बना बल का यह घोल पकड़े तो सबसे पहले थोक
व े ता अथवा एजट और उसके बाद फै टर तक
पहंुचना चा हए, िजससे एक बरुाई का अतं हो सके।
आ खर इनके सपलउठाकरजांच कर यह पछूा जाना
चा हए कहवन-पजून के लए कतनेप रवार ने इसे
खर दा। पछले वष म महारा के 1 इं पे टर ने
कराना दकुानदार के यहां से नकल माल पाए जाने
के बाद अतं म फै टर तक पकड़ बनाई, िजससे
हंगामा मच गया था। वा त वक या यह है क
सपल उठाने से लेकर उ पादक तक जांच होना
चा हए।

नकल घी का यगु

वष 2000 से 2009 के बीच देश म नकल घी बनाने
और बेचने वाल का बोलबाला था। उस समय कुछ
हद तक म सरकार वारा स ती क वापर जा रह
थी। अनेक बार पु लस वभाग ने भी नकल घी क

फै ट रय पर छापे मारती थी, नकल घी बनाने वाले
आतं कत रहते थे। कुछ व े ताओं को रासकुा म भी
बदं कया गया था। पवू के वष म वन प त और
सोयातले से नकल घी बनाया जाता था। खुशबू के
लएघी का एससडाला जाता था। वतमानममाई ड
फेड जैसे हजार नाम से सोया तले, वन प त के साथ
देशी घी का एसस मलाने के बाद अखा य क ेणी
म कैसे आ गए? या हवन-पजून म यह घोल
सव े ठ माना जा सकता है। खाने यो य नह ं लख
देने से अपराधनह ं होता कैसे माना जासकता है। यह
पदाथ खुले प से गांव-शहर म गर ब, अनपढ़,

ामीण को बेचे जा रहे ह, ये अनपढ़ गर ब कराना
दकुान पर शु घी खर दने आए ह, न क सोया तले
वन प तका म ण। इस तरह से बेचना भी अपराध
क ेणी म आता है। रा य सरकार का वा य
वभाग इसे नजर अदंाज य कर रहा है, यह समझ
से परे ह।
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Value-added dairy products to clip at 14-15% a yr till FY21
Jul 05, 2018 11:30 PM IST |

https://www.moneycontrol.com/news/trends/current-affairs-trends/value-added-dairy-products-to-clip-at-14-15-a-yr-till-
fy21-2677371.html

ating agency Crisil today said it expects
revenue from value-added dairy
products to clip at 14-15 percent

annually over the next three fiscals, a growth
of around 50 percent faster than the overall
sector's growth rate.

Rising income levels, changing lifestyles and
increasing health and quality consciousness is
leading to higher revenue growth from value-
added dairy products compared with milk.

"That (growth), along with steady growth in
milk sales, should crank up the dairy sector's
revenue to Rs 7.5 lakh crore by fiscal 2021 from
Rs 5.7 lakh crore in fiscal 2018," it said in a
statement.

Crisil rates over 100 dairy firms, which account
for about 60 percent of the organised
segment's revenue.

With contribution from value-added dairy
products rising, operating margins of Crisil-
rated dairies have improved around 50 basis
points to about 4 percent (not adjusting for the
periodical bonus paid by cooperatives to
farmers) in three fiscals through 2018. A
further 50 bps improvement is likely by fiscal
2021, driven by value-added dairy products
sales, it said.

"We believe value-added dairy products
revenues will continue to benefit from rising
urbanisation. And with more women joining
the workforce, fewer homes would continue
the chore of processing milk into curd and
butter in the urban and semi-urban areas,"
Crisil Ratings senior director Anuj Sethi said.
The agency said revenue growth will be driven
largely by volumes.

"Increase in realisations will remain muted
given that growth in milk supply will be in line
with demand. But the high growth in value-
added dairy products will necessitate
investments in capacities and infrastructure,"
it said.

It expects organised dairies spending around
Rs 14,000 crore over the next three fiscal,

similar to the previous three fiscals, to enhance
processing capacity by 25-30 percent and
strengthen milk procurement infrastructure.

The investments are expected to be funded
with moderate dependence on borrowings,
including soft loans from the government's
Dairy Processing and Infrastructure
Development Fund, besides public and private
equity.

"Prudent funding mix and better cash
generation will keep capital structure of
organised dairies satisfactory with gearing of
1.0-1.2 times, in spite of sizeable capex," Crisil
Ratings Associate Director Poonam Upadhyay
said.

With contribution from value-added dairy
products rising, operating margins of Crisil-
rated dairies have improved around 50 basis
points to about 4 percent (not adjusting for the
periodical bonus paid by cooperatives to
farmers) in three fiscals through 2018. A
further 50 bps improvement is likely by fiscal
2021, driven by value-added dairy products
sales, it said.

"We believe value-added dairy products
revenues will continue to benefit from rising
urbanisation. And with more women joining
the workforce, fewer homes would continue
the chore of processing milk into curd and
butter in the urban and semi-urban areas,"
Crisil Ratings senior director Anuj Sethi said.
The agency said revenue growth will be driven
largely by volumes.

"Increase in realisations will remain muted
given that growth in milk supply will be in line
with demand. But the high growth in value-
added dairy products will necessitate
investments in capacities and infrastructure,"
it said.

It expects organised dairies spending around
Rs 14,000 crore over the next three fiscal,
similar to the previous three fiscals, to enhance
processing capacity by 25-30 percent and
strengthen milk procurement infrastructure.
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The investments are expected to be funded
with moderate dependence on borrowings,
including soft loans from the government's
Dairy Processing and Infrastructure
Development Fund, besides public and private
equity.

"Prudent funding mix and better cash
generation will keep capital structure of
organised dairies satisfactory with gearing of
1.0-1.2 times, in spite of sizeable capex," Crisil
Ratings Associate Director Poonam Upadhyay
said.
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New research could banish guilty feeling for consuming whole dairy
products

July 11, 2018
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/07/180711182735.htm

he study, published today in
the American Journal of Clinical
Nutrition, found no significant link

between dairy fats and cause of death or, more
specifically, heart disease and stroke -- two of
the country's biggest killers often associated
with a diet high in saturated fat. In fact, certain
types of dairy fat may help guard against
having a severe stroke, the researchers
reported.

"Our findings not only support, but also
significantly strengthen, the growing body of
evidence which suggests that dairy fat,
contrary to popular belief, does not increase
risk of heart disease or overall mortality in
older adults. In addition to not contributing to
death, the results suggest that one fatty acid
present in dairy may lower risk of death from
cardiovascular disease, particularly from
stroke," said Marcia Otto, Ph.D., the study's
first and corresponding author and assistant
professor in the Department of Epidemiology,
Human Genetics and Environmental Sciences
at UTHealth School of Public Health.

Dariush Mozaffarian, M.D., of the Friedman
School of Nutrition Science and Policy at Tufts
University, was senior author of the study,
funded by the National Institutes of Health.

The study evaluated how multiple biomarkers
of fatty acid present in dairy fat related to
heart disease and all-cause mortality over a 22-
year period. This measurement methodology,
as opposed to the more commonly used self-
reported consumption, gave greater and more
objective insight into the impact of long-term
exposure to these fatty acids, according to the
report.

Nearly 3,000 adults age 65 years and older
were included in the study, which measured

plasma levels of three different fatty acids
found in dairy products at the beginning in
1992 and again at six and 13 years later.

None of the fatty acid types were significantly
associated with total mortality. In fact one type
was linked to lower cardiovascular disease
deaths. People with higher fatty acid levels,
suggesting higher consumption of whole-fat
dairy products, had a 42 percent lower risk of
dying from stroke.

The 2015-2020 Dietary Guidelines for
Americans currently recommend serving fat-
free or low-fat dairy, including milk, cheese,
yogurt, and/or fortified soy beverages. But
Otto pointed out that low-fat dairy foods such
as low-fat yogurt and chocolate milk often
include high amounts of added sugars, which
may lead to poor cardiovascular and metabolic
health.

"Consistent with previous findings, our results
highlight the need to revisit current dietary
guidance on whole fat dairy foods, which are
rich sources of nutrients such as calcium and
potassium. These are essential for health not
only during childhood but throughout life,
particularly also in later years when
undernourishment and conditions like
osteoporosis are more common," Otto said.

Evidence-based research is key to educating
people about nutrition, Otto said.

"Consumers have been exposed to so much
different and conflicting information about
diet, particularly in relation to fats," she said.
"It's therefore important to have robust
studies, so people can make more balanced
and informed choices based on scientific fact
rather than hearsay," she added.
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Finnish labs developing tech platform to boost profitability of dairy
farms

11 July 2018

https://www.newfoodmagazine.com/news/72077/finnish-dairy-farms/

TT Technical Research Centre of
Finland and the Natural Resources
Institute Finland (Luke) are

developing a new, smart, competitive
technology platform for improving the
profitability of dairy farms.

The solution combines clean Finnish milk
production with optical measurement
technologies, telecommunications and
digitalisation, which are used to make real-
time milk and feed quality measurements a
routine in dairy farms. The solutions will be
tested in practice at Luke’s pilot farm this and
next year.

”Today, dairy farms need immediate, quick,
real-time, reliable data on the quality
of milkand silage, which has been scarcely
available so far”, said Mikko Utriainen, Project
Manager from VTT.

His counterpart at Luke, Matti Pastell, said:
”Continuous data on the composition of milk
and silage offers possibilities to improve
productivity with the help of feeding control
and input-output optimisation. In addition, the
farm-specific measurement of milk fat and
protein contents that fulfils output control
requirements could replace at least some
laboratory samples.”

Knowing the dry matter content of silage alone
would already be of great help in optimising
feeding, the researchers said. In ad dition
to new, more accurate measurement data, the
project seeks to develop the usability of the
data and the shared use of different systems.

According to a survey carried out in the
project, the dairy farms consider increasing
milk protein and fat content and silage feed
energy content, for instance, as important
steps in improving productivity. Only 25 per
cent of the dairy farms were satisfied with their
current profitability. As much as 93 per cent
consider it important to improve profitability
with the optimisation of input and output
prices and 82 per cent by improving the
productivity of work.

Mr Utriainen said both aspects can be
addressed with the help of technology and
digitalisation. Only 33 per cent of the farms
considered increasing agricultural subsidies to
be important, which suggests the need to
invest in technology in agriculture.

Launched in 2017, the project is financed by
Business Finland, and its business partners are
Faba osk, Mtech Digital Solutions Oy,
GrainSense Oy, PehuTec Oy and Spectral
Engines Oy.
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Packaged Condensed Milk Market Production, Trends, Price,
Revenue, Share, Growth and Forecast Until 2026

July 10, 2018
https://theautomarketnews.com/5378/packaged-condensed-milk-market-production-trends-price-revenue-share-growth-
and-forecast-until-2026/

his Packaged Condensed Milk Market
2018 report studies Packaged
Condensed Milk in Global market,

especially in North America, China, Europe,
Southeast Asia, Japan, and India, with
production, revenue, consumption, import
and export in these regions, from 2013 to
2018, and forecast to 2025.

The global market for Packaged Condensed
Milk has witnessed a significant change in its
market valuation over the last few years. This
research report on the worldwide Packaged
Condensed Milk market presents an analytical
study of this market with the help of a detailed
analysis of its current and historical
performances.

The Packaged Condensed Milk market
research report calculates the market size in
terms of revenue (US$) generated and volume
(kilo tons) produced. The key segments and the
geographical subdivision of the Packaged
Condensed Milk market have been analyzed
here at length on the basis of various market
verticals. Market drivers, restraints, and the
future prospects of each segment has been
discussed in this report and, based on that, it
determines the future of the Packaged
Condensed Milk market in the global arena.

This report focuses on top manufacturers in
the global market, with production, price,
revenue and market share for each
manufacturer, covering – FrieslandCampina,
LTHFood Industries, Eagle Family Foods Group,
Bonny, Erapoly Global, Arla Foods, Santini
Foods, Dairy Cooperative in Gostyn, Nestle,
DANA Dairy, GCMMF (Amul) and Olvebra
Industrial

Get A Free Sample Copy of Packaged
Condensed Milk Market Research Report Visit
@ https://market.biz/report/global-packaged-

condensed-milk-market-
2018/241984/#requestforsample

On the basis of product, this report displays the
production, revenue, price, market share, and
growth rate of each type, primarily split into
– Packaged Sweetened Condensed Milk,
Packaged Evaporated Milk

By Application, the market can be split
into- Offline Sales, Online Retailers

By Regions, this report covers (we can add the
regions/countries as you want) – North
America, China, Europe, Southeast Asia, Japan,
India.

Various aspects of the global Packaged
Condensed Milk industry such as the value
chain and major policies, influencing the
Packaged Condensed Milk market across the
world have been explained in details in this
market study. Further, it also talks about the
products available in the Packaged Condensed
Milk market with reference to their production
volume, pricing structure, the dynamics of
demand and supply, and the contribution in
the global market for Packaged Condensed
Milk in terms of revenue.

Several analytical tools such as feasibility,
investment return, and Packaged Condensed
Milk market attractiveness analysis have been
utilized to provide a complete picture of the
developments of the global market for
Packaged Condensed Milk, determining
important market strategies, which are likely
to pay off in the long run.

In conclusion, the Packaged Condensed Milk
market report analyzes the company profiles
major players operating in the global Packaged
Condensed Milk market in order to produce
the competitive landscape prevalent in the
worldwide market for Packaged Condensed
Milk.
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Number of workers on Irish dairy farms rises by 40pc

July 10 2018 8:00 AM
https://www.independent.ie/business/farming/dairy/dairy-advice/number-of-workers-on-irish-dairy-farms-rises-by-40pc-
37099280.html

ore than 1,200 extra people were
employed on Irish dairy farms
between 2010 and 2016, according

to new research that will be presented by
Teagasc at the International Agricultural
Workforce Conference in Cork today.

The total number of employees on Irish dairy
farms in 2016 was 4,100 people, up from 2,900
in 2010, an increase of over 40pc.

According to Teagasc Research Officer Paidi
Kelly, there were approximately 1,000 new
entrant dairy farmers during this period.

“This is a positive news story for rural Ireland
as it means that more people are being
employed. Dairy farm expansion has meant
more jobs on farms and also in supporting
industries,” said Mr Kelly.

The figures also showed that the number of
family members working on Irish dairy farms
has actually decreased from 18,400 to 17,800.
While Mr Kelly pointed out that this isn’t a
significant reduction, he feels it could be a
trend for what is coming down the line as
family sizes decrease, meaning less family
workers on farms.

Another interesting finding from the study
shows that while 7pc of farmers were younger
than 35 in 2010, this decreased to 5pc in 2016.
Meanwhile, 13pc of farmers were over 65 in
2010 but this increased to 16pc in 2016.

“This shows that the number of farmers over
the age of 65 is increasing. This means there
could be more work for employees on farm in
the future as these farmers may be looking to
reduce their workload.”

It may not be healthier for you, but organic has been better
for this B.C. farmer’s cows
July 10, 2018
https://www.thestar.com/vancouver/2018/07/10/it-may-not-be-healthier-for-you-but-organic-has-been-better-for-this-
bc-farmers-cows.html

rganic farming is about more than the
final product, a Surrey dairy farmer
said in the wake of a Toronto Star

investigation that found organic milk is no
healthier than the cheaper alternatives
available on grocery store shelves.

While those findings are good news for
conventional dairy farmers, there are other
reasons shoppers choose organic, said David
Janssens, a second-generation dairy farmer
who owns Nicomekl Farms in Surrey, B.C.

“We’re judged not just by the quality of milk,
but how it’s produced,” he said, “It’s the whole
philosophy of how we operate.”

The Star investigation, published Friday, found
that while more than 1.2 million Canadians
bought organic milk in the last six months, it
wasn’t any better for them than the cheaper,

non-organic alternatives. Testing revealed no
difference in the levels of metals and healthy
fats in both organic and non-organic milks in
Ontario. There were also no detectable traces
of pesticides in either.

All milk, regardless of farming practice, is
always tested for antibiotics and dumped if any
are detected.

That’s the case for milk produced at B.C.’s
almost 500 dairy farms, including the 31
organic farms, as well. If any antibiotic residue
is detected, the whole load is dumped at a
steep cost to the offending farmer, said
Thérèse Beaulieu, the assistant director of
policy communications with the Dairy Farmers
of Canada.

According to the BC Milk Marketing Board, 14
of more than 42,000 trailers of milk were
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dumped after antibiotics were detected during
testing in the last 12 months.

While all of the contaminated milk in the last
year came from conventional farms, organic
farms use antibiotics to treat sick cows as well.
All cows are supposed to be taken out of the
milk production line when they’re being
treated with antibiotics until the drug is out of
their system.

Conventional farms have to follow the
instructions on the antibiotic label, but there
are stricter rules for organic farms, which must
keep the cow out of production for twice the
labelled “withdrawal period” or two weeks,
whichever is longer, said Vicki Crites, the
marketing board’s manager of policy and
communication.

From an animal welfare perspective there are
challenges on both conventional and organic
farms, said Marina von Keyserlingk, a professor
of animal welfare at the University of British
Columbia.

On organic farms there are sometimes
“tensions” because the organic status applies
to the whole farm while issues of animal
welfare are focused squarely on individual
cows, she said.

When a cow becomes sick, for instance, von
Keyserlingk said organic farmers may be
hesitant to treat her with antibiotics knowing
she’ll be pulled out of milk production for a
longer period of time than on a conventional
farm. “Conventional systems have other
challenges,” she said, but they are more likely
to treat faster.

Janssens, who said he can see organic farmers
“doing the math,” agreed there may be a
reluctance to treat. On his farm the focus is on
prevention, but it ultimately comes down to
“whatever the cow needs.” And, if that means
antibiotics, she’ll get them.

Nicomekl Farms made the switch to organic
farming in 2008 after operating as a
conventional farm since 1957. Janssens and his
wife took over from his parents in 1999.

With 500 cows, they’re a much bigger
operation than the average B.C. dairy farm,
which typically has about 150 cows.

Demand for organics was taking off in B.C.
when they decided to make the switch, and
Janssens was ready for a new challenge. His

organic status, which is certified by a company
accredited by the Canadian Food Inspection
Agency, means he can’t use GMO seed for his
grass and corn, and no synthetic chemical
fertilizers.

The grass may end up the same, “but it’s the
idea that the chemical fertilizer was produced
in a big chemical plant somewhere,” he said.

Another challenge is that he can’t use
reproductive hormones to help get a cow
pregnant, he can use them only for therapeutic
reasons. Despite public misconceptions, no
dairy farms in Canada are allowed to use
growth hormones, which make cows mature
faster and produce more milk and are different
than reproductive hormones.

To give milk, cows need to calve, Janssens
explained. Typically, a cow will have her first
calf at two years and milk for a year.

About two months after they give birth they’ll
breed the cow again, otherwise they’ll slowly
drop in production, he said. Two months
before they calve again their milk will be dried
off.

“You want cows calving all the time so you
have a constant supply of milk,” he said.
“Reproduction is very critical.”

As an organic farmer he can’t use reproductive
hormones to help the breeding process along,
so Janssens said he focuses on preventing any
health problems.

“Good farmers know that, anyways. A healthy
cow … is going to get pregnant easier than a
cow that has complications.”

Overall, Janssens said his cows are healthier
and last longer since he’s been organic. And a
big reason is the amount of time they spend
outdoors in his grass fields.

Janssens’s cows are typically outside from May
to October. The exceptions are cows who have
recently calved and are monitored in the barn,
the youngest calves and cows being treated
with antibiotics.

Janssens said there’s nothing wrong with
keeping cows indoors year-round like most
conventional farms do. You can control their
environment and they’ll produce more milk,
but it’s “intensive” and requires more
management, he said.



His cows are outside for almost half the year
and he thinks it makes them less stressed.

Cows that stay inside the barn standing in
manure can get “hairy warts,” he said. “You
can control them with a foot bath, not a
problem, but in the summer, we don’t even
have to treat for that because they’re and their
feet are healthy and hard.”

“They’re just healthier, they get more
exercise,” he said.

The B.C. Dairy Association notes on its website
that all dairy farms are held to a code of
practice for animal care, regardless of whether
they are organic or conventional. “Cows on all
dairy farms are treated humanely,” it says.

In Ontario, somatic cell count (SCC) data shows
there’s no difference in the stress level of
organic versus conventional cows, according to
the Dairy Farmers of Ontario. Somatic cell
counts measure the white blood cells in milk
and are considered a marker of how stressed
the cows are. The lower the SCC, the less
stressed the cows are.

Graham Lloyd, with the Dairy Farmers of
Ontario, said a cow’s stress isn’t dependent on
organic versus conventional farming — it’s all
about good management. “There are equally
good and bad farmers on both sides,” he said.

In B.C., Crites said the Marketing Board doesn’t
track whether there’s a difference in the
somatic cell counts of organic and
conventional milk. But overall, B.C. has the
lowest somatic cell counts in the country, she
noted.

Janssens chalks that up to better weather.
Most of B.C.’s dairy industry is in the Fraser
Valley where the winters are less severe than
those in Alberta or Ontario.

Somatic cell counts aren’t just about general
stress, he said, it’s also about udder risk. In a
confined environment you need to be a good
manager to keep those counts low.

In the summer, when the weather’s warm and
his cows are out to pasture, Janssens said his
herd’s somatic cell count is at its lowest, and
he expects it would be better than
conventional milk in those months, if not all
year round.

The flip side is that his cows produce less milk
overall than they used to and it’s affected by
things he can’t always control. “If it gets hot
today, the cows will probably produce a little
less milk,” he said Friday afternoon.

A 2016 study published in the British Journal of
Nutrition showed that organic milk had a
“more desirable” fatty acid composition. The
Star’s test, drawn from Ontario milk in
February, showed the same proportions of
omega 3 and omega 6 fats. The Canada
Organic Trade Association says that time of
year is an important variable for testing
because “fatty acid composition is higher in
dairy collected on organic farms during spring,
summer and fall when cows are grazing.” The
milk used for the Star’s test was bought in
February, and COTA says organic milk sold in
winter “might not show higher fatty acid
levels.”

Organic farmers are compensated with higher
price tags for following a set of rules, including
limited use of reproductive hormones and
antibiotics. “We’re audited to these
standards,” Janssens said.

They have to keep strict records of things like
feed and all treatments records must be signed
off by a vet. Conventional farmers all work with
vets too, they just don’t have to get the records
signed off, he said.

Ultimately, it comes down to the integrity of
the farmer, Janssens said.

“If a farmer’s cheating, then it’s going to hurt
all of us and I just hope that doesn’t happen,”
he said. But “the system is set up I believe to
catch those people eventually.”



Are you getting enough dairy? Are you sure?

http://www.dailycomet.com/news/20180709/are-you-getting-enough-dairy-are-you-sure
jul 9, 2018 at 2:34 PM

airy remains one of the staples of a
healthy, balanced diet, experts say.

“Diary benefits your bones and your
teeth, making them stronger thanks to the
calcium,” said Jackie Marsh, director of food
and nutrition at Thibodaux Regional Medical
Center. “It helps with bone growth, adds more
vitamins to the body.”

Nonetheless, a study by the federal Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention shows that on
a given day, only 14.5 percent of adults
consumed the USDA’s recommended 3 cups of
dairy. Nearly 80 percent of adults consumed
some dairy, but less than the recommended
amount.

So, what is dairy, anyway? Well, it’s more than
just milk. The USDA defines it as foods made
from milk that retain their calcium content.
That may include cheese, yogurt and, in
moderation, even ice cream. Calcium fortified
soy milk also falls into the dairy group. Foods
made from milk that have little to no calcium,
such as cream cheese, cream and butter, are
not considered dairy under the guidelines.

The Agriculture Department says dairy is a key
source of these nutrients:

Calcium: It’s vital for building strong bones and
healthy teeth.

Potassium: Yogurt, milk and soy milk are good
sources of this mineral, which helps maintain
healthy blood pressure.

Vitamin D: It also helps build and maintain
strong bones.

Failure to get the appropriate among of dairy
in the long-term has been linked to
osteoporosis, Marsh said. The ailment causes a
person’s bones to become fragile and brittle.

Adequate dairy intake has been associated
with a reduced risk for cardiovascular disease
and type 2 diabetes, the USDA says.

Federal nutrition nutrition guidelines also
recommend avoiding or limiting foods high in
saturated fat, and that includes some cheeses
and other dairy products.

The Agriculture Department offers handy
tables that break down how to get in your
three cups of dairy, including recommended
portions, at my choosemyplate.gov/dairy.

‘Dairy industry fears the truth’
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hat’s the view of John Darroch of
Farmwatch which filmed the cows
being beaten with a steel rod on a

Northland dairy farm. He also photographed
dead cows dumped in a gully on the same
farm.

He told Dairy News that every time they
publicise abuse in the dairy industry people
contact them saying they know of similar cases
or of an even greater problem on the farm
depicted.

“Because we are a small group of volunteers
and don’t have a huge capacity to investigate,
we tell them to talk to MPI which is responsible
for investigating such incidents.

“But we know that most of the people won’t
go to MPI because they are scared of raising
their hand; they fear facing consequences
from the dairy industry and/or other farmers if
they go to officials about animal abuse.”

Because these people normally live in rural
areas and work on dairy or other farms they
are scared they will be blacklisted or targeted,
Darroch says.

Whistleblowers often give Farmwatch only
scant information and above all they want to
remain anonymous.

He says they learned of the abuse in Northland
from a social media photo of a cow with a
swear word on it. This photo, widely shared,
was seen by Farmwatch. Some people saw the
photo as quite funny, he says.

“But we thought it pointed to deeper cultural
issues in the industry and showed disrespect
for animals and that turned out to be correct.
People eventually contacted us about the farm
and we advised them to go to MPI,” Darroch
says.

Milking cows for data – not just dairy products

http://theconversation.com/milking-cows-for-data-not-just-dairy-products-97165

n the mid-1970s, the average American
dairy farm had about 25 cows.
Today, many operations have more than

3,000 – a number that was almost unheard of
25 years ago.

Managing large herds efficiently would be
difficult, perhaps even impossible, without the
latest advances in computing and automation.
Most dairies now have milking parlors and
associated free-stall housing, which double or
triple production per man-hour. Milking units
automatically detach to reduce udder health
problems and improve milk quality, while cow
ID transponders let farmers automatically
record production data.

The most recent major technological advance
influencing the U.S. dairy industry is the
development of automatic milking systems –
or “robotic” milkers.

At the University of Connecticut’s Kellogg Dairy
Center, we’re using robotic milkers as well as

other sensors to monitor 100 cows and their
physical environment. Through this work,
launched this spring, we hope to monitor
individual cow’s behavior and health in real
time to improve production efficiency and
animal well-being.

Big data and cows

Robotic milkers can harvest milk without
human involvement. In fact, the cows decide
when to be milked, entering the machine
without direct human supervision. The robotic
system automatically identifies the cow and
applies a sanitizing teat spray before a robotic
arm attaches the teat cup for milking.

That’s very different from parlor milking,
where managers decide when to milk cows,
usually three times a day. Each robotic milking
unit serves 50 to 55 cows.

Given the high price of early versions of the
robotic milkers and the large size of U.S. herds,
American dairies had minimal interest in
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robotic milkers before 2010. However, the
number of automatic milking systems in the
country increased to over 2,500 units in 2013,
mainly due to improvements in design in the
newer models. Worldwide, there are
currently over 35,000 automatic milking
systems in operation.

A row of cows being
milked. Toa55/shutterstock

Not only have these newer machines improved
in harvesting milk efficiently, they have the
added ability to collect a greater amount of
information about production, milk
composition and cow behavior. That allows
producers to make more informed
management decisions.

With robotic milking systems, the cows run the
show. They decide when to eat, ruminate, rest
or be milked. They also need to spend less than
an hour per day actually being milked; before
robotic milkers, milking often took up three to
five hours per day.

We wanted to know: What are they doing with
the rest of their day? How does that behavior
affect production or serve to indicate health
status? By themselves, the milking units can’t
gather that kind of information, which would
be very useful in finding out early on whether
a particular cow is developing a health
problem.

Our “cow-CPS” – a cyber-physical system that
includes the cows, robotic milkers, video
cameras and other sensors – will track data on
our cows at all times. That will tell us, among
other things, where the cows go when not
being milked; when they decide to eat, rest or

do other activities; and the composition of
their milk. Sensors placed inside the body will
even tell us the pH inside one of their
stomachs, which could be a key indicator of
any digestive problems.

Optimizing dairies

We hope that all of this data will allow us to
make timely decisions at the level of the
individual cow, something that’s not easy to do
in large herds. This “precision dairying” could
help us understand how an individual cow’s
activities – eating, standing, resting, milking –
affects her milk production, milk quality and
health.

We plan to analyze the data with the help of
machine learning, a type of artificial
intelligence that can find patterns in large
amounts of information. The computer will
compare the data against a model of how the
dairy should operate under ideal conditions.
Our model captures critical performance
characteristics – milk quality and productivity –
as well as relevant constraints, such as
individual health and reproductive status.

As the dairy operates, the real-time data will
allow us to assess how far away our real farm
is from the ideal one. We can then combine
this information with a mathematical
optimization algorithm to determine how
exactly we should modify or adjust the
process. For example, the algorithm may
suggest adjusting the type of teat drip, the
nutritional content of the feed or the amount
of time each cow spends feeding.

We hope that our work will allow dairy farmers
across the U.S. to better manage individual
cows in a group setting – not only to improve
milk production, but to bolster cow health.



Dairy substitutes become a competitive product for local farmers

https://www.postcrescent.com/story/news/2018/07/05/dairy-substitutes-become-competitive-
product-local-farmers-trend/682312002/

PPLETON - The dairy aisle of the
grocery store is not all that it seems.

A growing trend in dairy alternative
products made from soy, nuts and plants is
now a competing factor for dairy farmers.
Sales of these products have increased
4 percent in the last five years, while fluid
milk sales have dropped 3.5 percent, according
to CNBC.

Should the trend continue, the impact on
Wisconsin's dairy industry would be
significant. Wisconsin has 8,500 dairy farms,
which is more than any other state in the
nation. The dairy industry contributes $43.4
billion to the state economy annually and fuels
the economy at over $82,500 per minute,
according to the state Department of
Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection.

Meanwhile, a political debate is afoot over
whether non-dairy products should be labeled
as milk.

June was National Dairy Month, which
historically has encouraged consumers to
make milk their beverage of choice. However,
groups that have been critical of the dairy
industry fought back, pushing non-dairy milks
as an alternative.

Animal rights group PETA has launched the
“Decalf” Your Coffee campaign where a PETA
cow mascot hands out coffee cup sleeves
promoting the consumption of vegan
alternatives to dairy. The campaign is taking
place near coffee shops, and PETA is
specifically targeting top dairy-producing
states, including Wisconsin.

“The ad calls on cafe goers to switch to vegan
milk and reject the inherent cruelties in the
dairy industry,” said Amber Canavan,
spokeswoman for PETA.

The nationwide campaign was launched to
coincide with June Dairy Month, but will
continue with similar efforts into July for
National Ice Cream Month.

Mark Petersen, a third generation dairy farmer
in the Appleton area, has seen the toll low milk
prices are taking on dairy farmers. And the

growing battle with non-dairy products in the
grocery aisle isn't helping.

“Hardly anybody is making any money because
there’s lots of milk out there, and so we have
to increase demand,” Petersen said. “...
Anything that takes away from milk sales has a
negative impact on our dairy industry, no
doubt about that.”

Petersen said he has seen the impact of the
“non-milk milks” over the last few years.

Labels are the biggest issue.

“Many years ago they were calling margarine
butter ... and they successfully stopped that,
and I’m sure it’s just a matter of time before
they successfully stop calling the soybean and
almond milk milk,” Petersen said. “If they
wouldn’t call it milk, I think it absolutely would
be better for dairy farmers.”

The labeling of non-dairy alternatives as
legitimate dairy products such as milk, cheese
or yogurt has gained national attention.

In January 2017, Sen. Tammy Baldwin
introduced the Dairy Pride Act, which would
keep non-dairy products from using labels
associated with real dairy products.

The bill would push the Food and Drug
Administration to adhere to their current
identity standards, where milk is defined as a
product coming from a cow, according to
their Code of Federal Regulations.

Baldwin worked to include further direction to
the FDA to enforce existing standards of
identity rules in the final 2018 omnibus
package that was signed into law by President
Donald Trump in March, according to an aide
from Baldwin's office.

In April, Baldwin also spoke with FDA
Commissioner Scott Gottlieb about enforcing
these standards. Gottlieb responded, saying
the FDA will take a "close and fresh look" at the
identity of dairy products.

Rep. Peter Welch (D-VT), who supports the
Dairy Pride Act, said it will force the FDA to
enforce its regulatory definition of milk for
consumers to make informed choices.
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“Low milk prices, high feed prices and steep
trade barriers are threatening the very
existence of dairy farms in Vermont and across
the country," said Welch. "Adding to the
challenges they face is a surge in the
misleading practice of marketing plant-based
products as milk. By the FDA's own standard,
these products are not milk because they do
not have the unique attributes and nutritional
value of milk."

Cindy Birling, a dairy farmer who grew up on a
family farm in Black Creek, said the bill's
passage would be a step in the right direction.

"It's not milk, so it shouldn't be called milk,"
said Birling. "Some people probably don't even
think about the fact that it's not really milk
when they're buying it. I mean, milk is milk, and
that's our product."

Birling said she's noticed more attention on
dairy alternatives, but feels there is a lot of
false information coming out about dairy
farmers, such as the way they treat their
animals.

"Everybody who has come to our farm, we
explain what we do and how we do things," she
said. "The struggle as a farmer is we're so busy
doing all of our work and taking care of
everything that to take extra time to educate
people is a little more challenging sometimes."

There are more alternatives to dairy and meat
in the marketplace now than there were five
years ago, said Galen, senior vice president of
communications for the National Milk
Producers Federation, a Washington, D.C.-
based trade association.

Galen said plant-based imitators
misappropriate the legal name of milk so they
can be associated with its reputation of
delivering certain nutrients.

“What (alternatives) don’t offer is — apart
from their sourcing — is the same amount of
nutrients on a consistent basis,” Galen said.
“That’s ... why this is important to consumers,
ultimately, and not just the dairy farmers,
because you can’t assume when you go to a
store that just something or everything that’s
labeled milk has the same amount of
nutrition.”

Kelly Oudenhoven, a dairy farmer working on a
fourth generation family farm near Freedom,
loved the industry so much that she quit her
job at a veterinary clinic to farm full-time.

"I don’t consider it a job, I consider it a way of
life," said Oudenhoven. "I feel very fortunate
to be able to wake up everyday and do
something that I love."

Oudenhoven said one of the major issues with
dairy alternatives is the lack of standards they
go through compared to real milk.

"Milk has to be picked up from a farm in 24
hours, it has to maintain a certain
temperature, it has to be used within so many
hours, it has to be on the shelves within so
many hours. We have so many restrictions and
such high standards for our product that
almond and soy juice — they don't have those
same standards."

As for campaigns against dairy farmers and
their products, Oudenhoven said she wishes
more people would ask farmers directly about
what goes on at their farms.

"Unfortunately, a lot of these animal activists
have never even step foot on farms before,"
Oudenhoven said. "They don’t know where
cows ... live, they don’t know where they
sleep. They have an agenda, and that’s the
agenda that they’re going to push."

Michele Simon, executive director of the San
Francisco-based Plant Based Foods
Association, believes the nutrition argument is
invalid. She said Americans have been drinking
less cow's milk over time, with no impact on
their nutrition.

"People get their nutrition from a variety of
foods, not just milk, so this idea that somehow
Americans need to get calcium and proteins
from cow’s milk is absurd."

The Plant Based Foods Association has spent
over a year lobbying against the Dairy Pride
Act, and Simon said she doesn't believe the
legislation will move forward. While she
understands the constraints dairy farmers are
facing, the economics of the dairy industry
go far beyond which products are labeled as
milk, she said.

"What really breaks my heart is that their
lobbyists and politicians are selling them this
false hope of somehow if only soy milk or
almond milk couldn't use the word milk, dairy
farms would be saved," Simon said.

Although Petersen believes legislation to
change the labeling of non-dairy products will
be successful in time, he said it might not stem



the tide. Even so, he said the dairy industry is
too important to the state's economy to watch
it slip away.

“Dairy is Wisconsin as far as the economy, it’s
bigger than paper, it’s bigger than everything,”
Petersen said. “It’s really kind of the backbone

of Wisconsin’s economy. It’s bigger than most
people think. We have to protect that — the
economical impact on the dairy industry in the
state. When the dairy industry is healthy,
Wisconsin is healthy.”

Digital Transforms Farming

By Lachlan Colquhoun on July 02, 2018
https://www.cdotrends.com/story/13834/digital-transforms-farming

gribusinesses and farmers in Australia
and New Zealand are moving to adopt
new digital technologies to increase

harvest yields, manage their herds and cut
costs.

While people associate digital technology with
newer industries, from retail to
telecommunications, it is in one of the oldest
of all sectors, agriculture, where it may have its
most significant impact.

Already, a wave of digital farming initiatives is
sweeping across Australia and NZ, setting up
the region’s agricultural sector for a major
transformation over the next decade.

These range from smart tags on livestock
herds, precision technology to plant seeds,
robots to pick crops and drones to muster
cattle.

In NZ alone, the country's Ministry of Business,
Innovation, and Employment estimates a
productivity gain of NZD 34 billion if the
agricultural sector made better use of digital
technology.

Recently, a small NZ startup run by an
entrepreneur who had worked with aerospace
company Rocket Lab raised NZD 8 million to
fund its plans to bring IoT and AI to the dairy
industry.

Waikato company Halter is developing
solutions to help farmers guide and manage
dairy cows through IoT and AI technology,
claiming that it will sustainably increase
production, improve environmental
compliance and animal welfare and save on
labor costs.

Halter is developing solar power GPS enabled
intelligent neck bands for dairy cows that allow
farmers to manage their herds remotely.

Complex cow movements, path planning,
health and heat detection are all done by the
platform.

Cows are moved to and from the milk sheds,
and the app receives alerts when cattle show
signs of poor health. It also provides “virtual
fences” to keep the cows away from hazards,
such as rivers and drains.

Still in the NZ dairy sector, dairy improvement
company LIC is in the early stages of
developing AI applications and imaging
technology to monitor and track the lameness
of cows on a daily basis.

LIC is testing the system on three farms,
including its innovation farm which serves as a
pilot project.

The system uses cameras to record cows
walking on a raceway with an EID meter
identifying individual animals.

Ultimately, the aim is for the system to identify
all levels of lameness on a 0 to 3 scale, tracking
and recording the movement of each hoof and
head using the cameras.

LIC is not the only company with a
demonstration farm for its technology.

In Western Australia, agricultural training
facility the Muresk Institute last month opened
the state’s first demonstration SMART Farm,
integrating cloud-based technology with
digital equipment such as sensors and GPS
systems for use in modern agriculture
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There are also more examples of technology
companies partnering with those in
agriculture.

NZ telco Spark is partnering with a company
called Digital Journey to create Spark Agri
Assessment, a free tool which creates a digital
action plan for agricultural businesses, laying
out areas where they could implement a digital
technology.

In Australia, chemical company Nufarm has
announced an alliance with digital technology
company Farmer’s Edge, which produces a
suite of software and data solutions collected
by existing farm hardware.

The FarmCommand solutions aggregate
multiple sources of farm data in one place,
helping farmers make data-driven decisions.

In the area of drone technology, startups such
as Queensland based Universal Drones are

pinning their future on the rapid
implementation of their technology by
farmers.

The company was founded last year and
already claims their products are saving
farmers time and money.

The company’s General Manager Gary King
says one sheep farmer is saving three hours a
day as a result of his drone.

He says many older farmers have embraced
drones because they are not as physically
capable of doing as much themselves as they
used to.

Universal Drones produce more than 80
drones which specialize in water boring,
mustering, stocktake, biosecurity and the
management of feral animals.


